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JIUSA Budget Finally Approved at Emergency Meeting 
By Jt:NNIFER CUMMlr-.CS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Six mon1bs behind schedule and after many failures 
10 resolve 1he matter, the General Assembly finally 
approved 1he Howard University Student Association's 
2000-2001 execuLive budget at an emergency meeting 
Wednesday. 
After nearly three hours of deliberations and debate, 
an almost unanimous vote marked the passing of a bud-
get that will allow HUSA staff members 10 receive 
stipends for the lirst time in months. 
"I'm glad that we have finally dealt with this issue and 
that everyone stayed un1il the end of the meeting. It 
shows our collective lcndership and commitment." said 
HUSA President Sellano Simmons. 
The decision ends a six-month period when HUSA 
staff members worked without compensation from their 
budget. This summer the HUSA staff received payment 
through a loan from Dean Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins of 
the Office of Studenc Life and Activities. The newly 
approved executive budget will make provisions for repay-
ing that $11,765 loan. The budget also reduced Stipends 
for many HUSA staff members. 
The decision on the executive budget comes many 
month, later than expected, because the Assembly 
failed to reach quorum on three consecutive occasions 
last spring and put off the vote repeatedly in meetings 
last month. When the Assembly held an emergency 
meeting September 7 to discuss the HUSA budget in 
it 's entirety, the executive ponion was tabled until sum-
mer spending informniion was provided in a complete 
report. A budgetary committee was then assembled to 
review those documents and submit a revised budget 
October 4. 
Approval did not come without opposition. Charges 
that HUSA acted unconstitutionally in receiving the loan 
held up a vote on the budget for an hour. 
"We·re really not trying 10 punish you guys;· said 
Assembly member Brittany Cooper. ··You acted uncon-
stitutionally by accepting any funds that were 1101 
approved by us, the voting body.·• 
Before a vote was taken, Undergraduate Student Asso-
ciation President Khalfani Walker urged his colleagues 10 
understand the seriousness of this issue. 
'"This is 1he constitution that we are here to uphold and 
if we approve a budget that does 1101 reflect our commit-
ment to the HUSA Constitution, then why are we all 
hereT' Walker asked. 
The Assembly r..:viewed two different executive bud-
gets during the meeting. A $45,353 budget prepared by 
the HUSA office failed 10 make provisions for the repay-
ment of the summer loan. However, the Budgetary Com• 
mittee submitted a budget that would repay the loan by 
cutting stipends in half. 
Frustrated and fatigued, the General Assembly was 
deadlocked for almost two hours until a compromise was 
reached. The Assembly moved to approve a $43,765 exec-
utive budget, which will include $32,000 for stipends, 
office supplies, and an incentive program as well as a 
reserved $1 1,765 10 repay the summer loan. 
The Assembly will convene at their regularly sched-
uled meeting October 18. SeUano Simmons. HUSA President 
Collegiate 
Republicans 
Invite Bush 
To Howard 
Making the Cut Howard Welcomes 
Olympic Swimmer 
Back to Campus 
By SIMONE W~; ICHSEI.BAUM 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
By way of leucr Monday, Howard's 
College Republicans formally invited 
George W. Bush, the Republican presi-
dential nominee, 10 speak on campus. 
The invitation comes just three weeks 
after Vice President Al Gore, the Demo-
crauc presidential nominee, addressed 
students at Cramton A"Juot ium. 
The republican group met September 
28 to discuss political views, voter reg-
istration, and Bush's invitation. 
"The young republicans voted unani-
mously to invite Bush;· said Kionne 
McGhee, vice-chairman of the College 
Republicans. "We are bringing Bush 
here for the best interest of the Mudents 
and for students to hear both sides of the 
story:· 
The invitation was reviewed on Mon-
day by Raymond Archer, Interim Vice 
President for Smdent Affairs, and mailed 
by the College Republicans the same day. 
As of Wednesday, Bush campaign 
officials said they had not received the 
invitation. 
Bush's invitation is not a direct result 
Gore's September 15 speech, McGhec 
said. 
"It wasn't a race to get either candidate 
here," he said. "Gore just happened to 
come first.0 
By C.\MILLE M. HAI<\ M 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Members of the Howard Univer-
sity community welcomed Olympic 
sprinter, Ngozi Monu, back on cam-
pus this week. Monu, a senior biolo-
gy major. competed in the 50 meter 
free style in this year Olympics. She 
finished fll'St in her heat and 57th 
overall. She returned 10 campus for 
the first rim~ d1is <chool year Sunday 
evenmg. 
Monu says her experiences a1 the 
games that were held in Sydney, Aus-
tralia were unlike any other. From her 
rigorous training schedule, to being 
among so many world renowned ath-
letes to seeing old friends from meets 
in the past, Monu said her experi-
ences were quite memorable. 
"Seeing old friends from interna-
tional competitions in the pas1...being 
with my team ma1es from home 
(Nigeria) ... being among some of the 
same Olympic swimmers that I grew 
up watching and rooting for, it was 
just a tremendous experience," Monu 
said. 
Ngozi Monu 
until I found myself crying on the 
way back home," Monu said. 
Having had the experience, how-
ever, Monu is now considering train-
ing to compete in the 200:I Olympics. 
" I am considering putting (gradu-
ate] school on hold to devote all my 
time to training,'' Monu said. 'The 
ne~t Olympics i, in four years and 
that doesn·t give a person enough 
time 10 train, especially if you have 
other outside factors ,uch as school 
and ,vork." 
Monu was fortunate enough to not 
only represent her home country of 
Nigeria but also the Howard Univer-
sity swim team. She docs, however 
have to pay 1he price. Monu missed 
the first six weeks of school for the 
second consecut ive year and bas 
found her self playmg catch-up. 
Dr. Alvin Thornton. chairman of the 
political science department, said a visit 
from Bush "signifies that Howard is a 
medium that presidential candidates use 
10 speak 10 the black community. which 
is something we can be proud of." 
Thornton said candidates sometimes 
use black \'Oters to attract other minori-
ties. 
Phoco By Ja,.cllc Bclla\':u,e, 
Ilundredsof'students"nit in line \Wdm-,,duyat Republic Gard"'1Son USt"'-'<1 forthernstingallls for ~ITV's"Real \\~rid'' 
O.lld '"R«1d Rules'' TV ,bo"s. ~ITV lnltnl .sc..'Ollls "ere look in~ to m('('t a ft\, of OC's floesl to star in lhc popular reality-
bas<d ShO\IS. 
The training thnt Monu endured 
was tough. She left her internship in 
New Yor~ in mid-August to go to 
Sydney and begin her training. Her 
workouts would begin at 5 a.m., fol-
lowed by a small meal, a quick nap, 
an event at the Olympic village. back 
in the water for a few more hours, 
another bite to cat and back 10 sleep. 
She kept this schedule from the day 
she arrived in Sydney to the day 
before her competition. 
Although she has been to the 
Olympics, competed and come back 
to the states, she didn"t fully grasp 
what she participated in until the trip 
home. 
"It's hard work but I have to get it 
done," Monu said. 
The good news, however, is that 
she has a small break from swim-
ming. Besides par1icipa1ing in Fri-
day's Blue/\Yhitc meet, she is taking 
two weeks off 10 get situated. In 
terms of competing for Howard, this 
'They use us, we use them. One of 
these guys will have un-paralleled 
See BUSH.AB 
Tyler Files Lawsuit Against University 
By BRANDON M. BICKERSl;,n· 
Sports 1\~ek Editor 
Pormer Howard University women's basketball coach Sanya 
Tyler has filed a $105 million lawsuit against the University and 
three of its officials. 
Along with the University, Howard President H. Patrick 
Swygert, Interim Vice President of Student Affairs Raymond 
Archer Ill and Athletic Compliance Officer A.B. Williamson 
SportsWeek 
The Bison felJ to 
the FAMU Rattlers 
last weekend. 
SeeB4 
have also been named as defendants in the suit. 
The lawsuit, filed on September 29th, cites an alleged breach 
oflyler's comrnct by the University. According to the lawsuit, 
lylcr's contrac1 includes a clause which staics that, in the event 
she were ever fired or her contract were not renewed, she wou ld 
be entitled to another position within the University. The law-
suit also alleges that the University has subjec1ed Tyler to emo-
tional distress. 
Howard University Spokesperson Donna Brock had 1101 
released a statement concerning the lawsuit at Hilltop press time. 
Under her most recen1 contract, lyler earned a $90,000 annu-
al salary. Under the contract's clause. lyler would earn a base 
salnry of $70,000 plus increases in the cost of living if she were 
to take another position witl1 the University. 
Tyler was fired by the University on September l3tb, follow-
ing an internal investigation citing NCAA and University poli-
cy violations allegedly conunitted by the former coach. Tyler 
continues to deny that she committed any violations of NCAA 
or University policies, her attorney Robert L. Belin said. 
This is the tl1ird lawsuit Tyler has filed against the Universi-
ty since taking on head coaching responsibilities for the Lady 
Bison in 1980. Tyler won a $2.4 million suit in 1993 against the 
University for se.~ual discrimination, retaliation. and defamation. 
The award was Inter reduced to $250,000. That case was settled 
when the two sides came to an agreement on Tyler's five year 
contract . According to the most recent lawsuit. the University 
failed to meet some of the requirements noted in the initial con 
See 1YLER, AB 
"I didn·t know that I would miss it See OLYMPIC, A8 
Nicholson Still Ailing 
Husband Pleads for Prayers for the vice-president 
By AKOSUA A~tOAKO-ATIJ\ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Associate Vice-
President for En-
rollment Manage-
ment Dr. Janice 
Nicholson is still 
ill, according to 
her husband Dr. 
Jesse Nicholson, 
who is chair of the 
Chemistry Depart-
ment. 
Janice Nichol-
son, who has been on sick leave from the Uni-
versity since January, is suffering from Multiple 
Sclerosis (MS), and her condition has not 
improved. 
"We are trying to manage the disease, but for 
some strange reawn, she has a grem deal of pain 
with this particular disease," Jesse Nicholson 
said. 
Even though she undergoes regular treatment 
for her illness, the disease docs not seem to be 
slowing down and "the pain associated with it 
appears to be getting worse," Jesse Nicholson 
said. 
'The main job right now is for us to continue 
praying that the disease goes into remission," he 
said. 
According to the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society, multiple sclerosis is a chronic, often dis-
abling, disease of the central nervous system. 
Most people with MS are diagnosed between the 
ages of 20 and 40. Symptoms may be as mild as 
numbness in the limbs or as severe as paralysis or 
loss of vision. 
Prior to her il!Jtess, Janice Nicholson, oversaw 
various aspects of enrollment management. Her 
duties included registering students, locating 
tuition assistance for students in need, and recruit-
ing. 
Students say they miss her presence. 
"She was there a.s someone I could go to if I 
needed anything," said Akunna Enwereuzor, a 
junior economics major. "Everyone misses hav-
ing tliat person who will do everything in her 
power 10 ensure that your situation is taken care 
of; I know I do," Enwereuzor said 
Nicholson. who has worked for the University 
for more than a decade, has been temporarily 
replaced by Dr. Carmen Cannon. 
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Do You Think 
George W. Bush 
Should Speak At 
Howard? 
"No, I don't think that he reflects the best 
interest of the studeots here at 
Howard University.'· 
Desere'e Gardner- Sophmore 
Legal Com1nunications 
"No. because I don·t agree with some 
of his ideas and progran1s ... 
Ki,nberly Burks- Sopho1nore 
Fashion Merchandising 
"Yes. because the students at 
Howard should hear both 
candidate's opinions, but my vote 
is still for Gore.' ' 
Marlon Bennett- Junior-
Administration of Justice 
"'Yes, because a lot of Howard students are 
first time voters. and as voters, we need to 
know who is going to represent our coun-
try in the future." 
Rashon Braime- Junior 
Mechanical Engineering 
"Bush should come to Howard so 
students can get an understanding of 
the Republican Party." 
Charles Card- Senior 
Administration of Justice 
"If Bush comes to Howard, I hope it is 
not to play "catch up" with Gore. If he 
does come, I hope it is for 
genuine interest.'' 
Roslyn Douglass-Junior 
Radio Production 
- Con,piled by Karleen Roy 
'l 
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Students Bemoan Yearbook Photo Schedule 
Only 600 Undergrads Show Up For Photos During Seven-Day Session in Blackburn 
By AKEYA DICKSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
B ison Yearbook officials have closed the book on undergraduates who hoped to strike a pose in the 
spring yearbook. 
Yearbook officials said just 600 of 
Howard's approximately 9,000 students 
surfaced at Blackburn center to snap their 
yearbook picture during the week of Sep-
tember 2-8, the only time undergraduates 
are allowed to take their pictures. 
"We ( yearbook staff) were there Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday from I 0-6, and 
Tuesday and Thursday from 12-8," said 
Chidimma Azoro, Senior office assistant 
of the Yearbook staff. "We're in college 
now and should be adults. We can't lead 
you by the hand to get your pictures 
k " ta en. 
Yearbook editor Nikki Young said the staff 
performed dorm sweeps, advertised in The 
Hilltop, and posted flyers throughout 
Armour J. Blackburn Center, all in effort 
to notify students. She said the staff also 
sent out a n1ass e-n1ail to students· Howard 
e-mail accounts. 
"There's only so much that we can do." 
Young said. ''There was tnore than enough 
time to get pictures taken." 
The Balancing Act 
'Jumping the Broom' in College Is 
Worth the Plunge, Students Say 
By J<ll RIDLEY 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
H ern1an Forrest knows how hard it is to balance schoolwork. his job. a fiancee. and a serious relation-
ship. 
Forrest. 21. a senior COB IS major. mar-
ried Jennifer Knight, a junior internation-
al business major on Septen1ber 16. and the 
two students say the man·iage has heen suc-
cessful so far. but not easy. 
''We couldn·t go on a honeymoon:· For-
rest1 said. "We had to go to class:· 
The Forrests are not the only students 
jumping the broom, relationship experts 
say thousands of students each year opt fr,r 
marital bliss instead of the single lite. 
"Marriage is son1ething like a big ampli-
fier," said Dr. Marshall Brain, author of 
"The Teenagers Guide to the Real World." 
"When things are going well, the tean1 
effect of n1arriage makes them go very 
well." 
The decision to get married to Knight 
wasn't a difficult for Forrest to make. 
"It was easier than getting validated at 
HU," jokes Forrest who has known Knight, 
20. since August of 1999. The two bond-
ed instantly after meeting. he said . 
... 1 !ft first, the couple's parents were not 
happy with their decision. Forrest said. But 
once 
family members witnessed that the were 
serious and they really loved one another. 
support began pouring in, he said. 
Brain said it's common tOr newlyweds to 
be deeply in love during the beginning of 
the marriage. 
"The first few months of most marriages 
are easy," he said. "This is because the 
couple is enjoying the significant advan-
tages of being n1arried: living together. 
being together constantly. looking toward 
the future as a tean1. planning a family. 
sexual inti,nacy. trust. closeness and so 
.. 
on. 
Brain said n1ost young n1a1Tiages lose 
their flare over tin1e. 
"The 'honeyn1onn' period starts to end as 
the couple conies to the realization that 
n1arriage lasts a lifetin1e:· he said. 
But ,narriage has its benefits for young 
couples sometimes. Brain said. 
··When a marriage works. it is a source 
C 
of infinite peace and juy:· he said. 
"However. when things are not working 
n1arriage tends to an1plify things in a neg-
ative direction. It can n1ake bad things 
worse because it can create a trap." 
Some couples unite hir religious reasons. 
Freshn1an Lakeisha Baker and her 
fiancee. Karl Villanueva. who is a sopho-
more at Fayetteville State University in 
North Carolina, have been dating for three 
years. 
Her religious beliefs prompted Baker to 
jump the broom sooner than she expected. 
"The relationship was starting to cause 
a problen1 because it led me to live outside 
ofmy 
beliefs:· she said "So we decided to do 
what's right." 
The couple had planned to elope last 
weekend but after son1e reconsideration 
have decided to have a n1ore formal cele-
bration next month. 
Baker said their parents don't know 
they've decided to get married. 
C.impu~ Annou11n:111cm 
HU Organization Checks Available 
The 1999:2000 HUSA_ administration facilitated the processing of checks _for. several student organrzat,ons from General Assembly funds. The following rs 
a listing of those organizations who have not picked up their check. Time is of the 
essence, since these checks are dated March 2000. The checks are available in the 
Office of the Dean for Student Life and Activities, Suite 122 Blackburn Center. 
Checks will only be released to the current president of the organization. as regis-
tered on the Census Form, in the Office of Student Activities. In addition, your 
organization must have a bank account to which to deposit the check. Settlement 
reports and receipts are required once you have exhausted the funds. If you have any 
questions, please stop by the office or call us at 806-5990. 
-Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 
-Alpha Omega Steppers 
-American Institute of Architecture 
students 
-American Society of Interior Designers 
-Architecture & Design Student 
Association 
-Beta Kappa Chi Gamma Chapter 
-Cape Verdean Student Association 
-Chicago People Union 
-College Democrats 
-Colorado Club 
-Delta Sigma Theta 
-Floridians of Howard University 
-Frederick Douglass Honor Society 
-Golden Key Society 
-Graduate English Student Association 
-Graduate Political Science Assn. 
-Howard Scroll 
-Howard University Community Choir 
-Kappa Alpha Psi 
-Lambda Pi Eta 
-National Association of Black 
Accountants 
-Pershing Rifles 
-Phi Alpha Theta 
-Pi Sigma Alpha 
-Political Science Society 
-Public Relations Student Society 
-Sigma Gamma Rho 
-Student National Medical Association 
-Student National Pharmaceutical 
Association 
-Tom Skinner Associates 
-Women's Action Coalition 
-Zeta Phi Beta 
But student argue that the deadlines were 
difficult to meet. 
"When the time for yearbook pictures 
came around everyone had just finished · 
registering and getting validated," said 
Krystal Little, a sophomore biology major. 
"People were still getting books, and no one 
was really thinkjng about pictures.'' 
Khadijah Chaney. a mechanical engineer-
ing major. said she didn't even know that the 
p:ctures had already been taken. 
"I thought all the pictures that had been 
taken so far were senior pictures," she said. 
Yearbook Photo Editor. Kelly Givens said 
it would virtually impossible to have all of 
Howard's students in the book. 
"There is no way that we can have all of 
the students that go to Howard in the year· 
book," Givens said." One reason being that 
the yearbook would be too big, and anoth-
er reason being that it would cost n1ore to 
produce." 
Even though undergraduates have missed 
their chance, seniors and graduate students 
can still appear in the 2000-200 I book. 
They can take their pictures in the Music 
Listening Room at Blackburn Center 
through October 20th. 
Campus Digest 
Farrakhan To Appear at Howard 
Minister Louis Farrakhan of the 
Nation of Islam will join Dr. Benjamin 
Muhammad, National Director of the Mil-
lion Family March and an alumnus of the 
Howard University School of Divinity. in 
bringing greetings during an opening cer-
emony on Wednesday, October 11 at 8:45 
a.n1. in Cranlton Auditoriun1. 
At noon. Dr. Asa Hillard. a pro-
tessor in the Education Departn1ent at Geor-
gia State University. will deliver the keynote 
address at a luncheon· in the Blackburn 
Center Hillard is a renowned author and 
lecturer and one of the nation's foremost 
experts on the effects of cultural teaching 
styles for educating Black children. 
Thursday's featured luncheon 
speaker will be Dr. Frances Cress• Wels-
ing a Washington. DC - based general and 
child p:;ychiatrist. Cress - Welsing is the 
author of "The Cress Theory of Color Con-
frontation." which describes the process of 
how racism is transmitted to blacks and pro-
poses strategies to combat racisn1. 
Million Family March Scholars Sym-
posium 
Howard University will host the 
Million Family March Scholars Sympo-
siun1 on black families - "Empowering 
Black Families to Overcon1e the Chal-
lenges:· October I 1- 13. in the Arn1our J. 
Blackburn Center and the School of Busi-
ness Auditoriu1n. 
The syn1posiun1 will feature schol-
ars anJ protessionals who will participate 
in panel discussions on issues that impact 
Black fan1ilies. The syn1posium. which is 
sponsored by the Howard University School 
of Social Work and the Nation of Islam. is 
being held in conjunction with the Million 
family March scheduled for October 16 in 
Washington, DC 
Hip-Hop Tour Hits Campus 
The Essence College n,ur makes 
its way to the campus of Howard Universi-
ty this evening. A "Politics of Hip-Hop 
Speak Out" will take place in the School of 
Business Auditorium starting at 6:00 p.m. 
On Saturday, October 7. starting at 11 :00 
a.m. Essence will host an outdoor campus 
test. which will include fitness workouts. 
cool-down massages, beauty tips. fashion 
workshops. career sessions and celebrity 
perlonnances. Pick up tickets at Cramton 
Auditorium prior to the event. Visit 
www.essence.com tOr additional intOrma-
tlon. 
Want to Make A Documentarv? 
The Department of Radio. TV. 
an<l Filn1 brings Academy Award winning 
Liocun1entary film maker. Barbara Trent. to 
can1pus as she hosts a film workshop. The 
\.Vorkshop is entitled .. How lb Make A 
Docun1entary" which will en1phasize <loc-
un1entary production for con1n1unity 
en1powern1ent. The session is free. open to 
the public. and takes place today in Screen-
ing Roon1 West in the CB Powell building 
starting at I :00 p.m. For intOrmation, con-
tact Re1iee Harris @ (202) 806-7927 or 
Sakinah Munir@ (202) 806-4507. 
Nigerian Soccer Tournament 2000 
The Annual Nigerian Soccer T:lur-
nan1ent will take place October 7th and 8th 
at RFK Stadium. The tournament includes 
24 teams and begins at 9:00 a.n1. 
Swygert Speaks at Chapel 
, 'president Swygert. you pre-ached'" 
was the reaction of Dr. Richardson. 
Dean of the Chapel. after service Sunday . . 
President H. Patrick Swygert delivered the 
keynote address to Andrew Rankin Memo-
rial Chapel Sunday. And he did so with an 
ease reminiscent of a Southern preacher, 
son1e said. 
Before beginning his sermon, Swygert 
made jokes about having a degree in law and 
not one in theology, and how when he was 
approached about speaking in the Chapel he 
was asked to "speak" instead of preach. 
After admitting to a full chapel how excit-
ed he was to have the first Sunday in Octo-
ber instead of the one alier Thanksgiving. 
he lead his audience to the Book of Nehemi-
ah in the Old Testament. Swygert recalled 
the story of Nehemiah and his efforts in 
rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem. He 
described Nehemiah as "a person of sig-
nificant influence," and while Nehemiah 
already had numerous responsibilities, he 
dropped everything to help his people. 
Swygert went on to compare Nehemiah to 
the average Howard student in that they will 
be confronted with decisions concerning the 
community and "it's not about success. but 
building our Jerusalem." 
-!Ui I, 4 111 
President H. Patrick Sw~'gert delh·ered the 
keynote address to Andrew Rankin l\,Jen1orial 
Chapel Sunda~·. 
Next the Chapel was instructed on how to 
make this new Jerusalem. The "walls" of the 
modern-day Jerusalen1 should be welcom-
.ing and not ones of exclusion. 
They should be like home; "when you 
knock on the door they have to let you in," 
he said. Most importantly they should rep-
resent truth and service just like the stu-
dents. 
The sermon was followed by a rendition 
of"! Won't Complain," a solo performed by 
Joel Peterson. 
s? 
Call The Hilltop Tip Line 
And tell us about it. 
202-806-4 7 48 
The Hilltop. Be Heard. 
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Jr ils frid~,~. ii mu,1 Ix- time 10 chill on lhe .. ,an:1:· 
Campus Post Cards 
The Friday 'Yard' Experience 
By Au.Ii, Pcm El.I. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For mo,t people. Friday, arc ju,t n:tturally good day,. It ·s 
the weekend. it', payday. and it means two whole days with-
out having to listen to a profe"or repem the same ,tuff you 
read the night before. But. students say at Howard it's even 
more. 
Michelle Clark. a junior in the school of Arts and Sciences. 
said that ,he enjoys cooling out and tries to avoid the week-
ly fashion show. 
"I ju,t w,1111 to relax and rest after a long week on Friday,. 
and worrying about falling on my a • a, I'm walking i,n't 
relaxing:· 
And relax b what Clark and most ,tudents do on Friday. 
Clark. like niany other Bbon. admit, to mi"ing her fair share 
of cln"es on a late summer or spring Fri,lay. 
"It's just too easy to let yourself be side tracked when it 
seems like everybody is out having fun." ,aid Clark. 
On a Friday when the sun i, shining and the rcmpcrature 
is higher than 80degrccs. the ,:iro turn, intoClubSchitnick. 
Halter top~. wife-beater~. Para,uco~. Sergio..:. and much 
more. all skin tight. make their appearance. Hell on Fridays. 
everybody'\ trying to get their shine on. 
Fellas ride hack and forth between the cafc and Blackburn 
with their mu,ic up anc.J window, dO\\ n. Girl, ,1rugglc \\ilh 
their high heels. as they .. ,coot-,coot" across campus. All 
of them are participating in a campus wide fashion show 
that begins at noon and won·1 ,top until everyone is ready 
for school Monday morning. 
However. Fridays don't mean llossing for everybody. 
Nate Brewer. a Chi-'fown native. and sophomore business 
student. said Frid,ty, are about chillin with the people you 
haven't seen all week becau,e of differing ,chedule,. 
"It's ;ibout ,eeing the people you don't ;1ormally ,ee. and 
rcmini\cing. linding out how their week wem:· ~aid Brew• 
er. 
The Yard ha, been the place to be nn a Friday for decade,. 
B1sc>11 yearbooks from the late 70, and 80, show pictures 
identical to the ones etched on most people·, mind, when 
you mention the Yard. Ylmng. confiden1. men and women 
trying to look cool a, they ,1ru1 from place to place in their 
clo,et ·s be,t. 
Beautiful Nubian queen, rr:i\'cling in pack,. pretending not 
to hear the whispered call, oJ' "Hey girl" from the brothers 
admiring the Lord's work. The Yard ha, never changed. and 
a, long a:- Howard ,1t1dcn1~ look good it never will. 
So. the next time you·re on the Yard on a Friday. and a pret-
ty red. chocolate. or caramel woman ,a,hay, by. or the broth-
er in your math cla" that you ju,t can't get off your mind 
stroll, past.you. don't !eel a,hamed ro ,tare You're just a 
part of hi,tory 
I 
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EARN& 
LEARN 
Program GET UP TO $23,000 IN COLLEGE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE 
PART-TIME PACKAGE 
HANDLERS 
Here's w1't,;at yoi.,·11 ge:t 
·Great swtlng pq of ~ .S0,$9 SO/he-
• UPTO $23,000 IN EOUCATIONA,SSISTANCE 
• ) , 1/2 to S hour ~hift.ld:ey • Wuke:nch & Holid:a,ys C)fft 
•◄Ol(k) & Stoek PutduH Pbn 
•Pi.Id vac.ibOflS & holtd~ •AdYancemtnt Of)f)Ottl.lnlty 
AYA!LAllLE S.1:ilE.TS, 
Prtlo3.d SMt iuru ,u l 30:im, Moncby-Frid:1y 
TwtliglH SMt mru 1't S )()pm, Mon~y . Friday 
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Mond:ay-Thu11cby & 9:10pm. Sul'ldq 
(l-ln to$ hovr sMi!dJ.y) 
APPLY IN PERSON· 
Monchin,-ThJrscb)',. 1JPM-I I PM 
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Tuel<brs, 6PM • 8PM 
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• Worl< 5-6 houn per d:iit, 5 $y$ ~ weel< 
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Howard Alumnus 
Reflects on Place Where 
. -
He Grew Up 
By NIQU.\ND,\ BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Back in 1978. alumnus George Cooper knew 
Howard was the place for him. 
Cooper. 39. turned down scholarships. and acccp-
lance letters from colleges across the country in 
order to come to the "Mecca:· 
"I knew that Howard would be the only Universi-
ty that would give me a complete sense of my iden-
Alumni Profile 
tity as ;1 young AfricanAmerican," he said. 
Cooper. a Brooklyn. New York native. ,aid he came 
to Howard m a time when there was a strong need 
for minority engineers. 
Cooper excelled at mathematic, in high sch,xll. 
And he said his was foot in rhc dtx>r a., a engineer. 
He was affi liated with the National Action Council 
for Minority Engineers when he wa., accepted to 
Howard on a full scholarship. Ccx1per majored in 
mechanical engineering d,uring hb ,tay at Howard. 
Not only did Cooper continue to excel in acade-
mic,. but he w:1s also active on campu.,. 
"I was a charter member of the New Yor~ Club. 
a member of the National Society of Black Engi-
neers. president of the American Society of Mechru,-
ical Engineers. and a member of Omeg;1 P,i Phi.'' 
he s.1id. 
Living in Meridian and Slowe Hall, w,L, like 
home away from home. Cooper said. 
"I teel like I grew up in Slowe Hall.'' he said. "We 
all knew each other in Slowe and called ourselve, a 
family." 
"I loved Howard because there wa., alway, some-
thing happening. whether ii be concerts. guc,1 
speakers. partie,. or ju,1 ,mdents hangin:; out with 
one another." he said. 
C,x1per. who currently li\'c, in Fort Washington. 
George Cooper 
Maryland. said not much has changed since he gmd-
u;ued in 1983. 
"I see th:11 Howard ha., maintained its level of pre,-
tige and is , till a ,veil re,pected university." he ,-.,id. 
"However. when I wa, at Howard there wa., nut a 
Schcx,I ofBu.,ine,,_, (building). Founders did n,~ ha,~ 
the undergraduate libmry wing. and there wasn't as 
many dormitoric, : .. , i1 1, no": Hnv..-.1rd hu~ become 
a lor more modcrnited." 
But Cooper said Homccommg h:." changed a lil-
tle. Visiting the campus last year during Horne-
coming. Cooper said that Howard\ Homecoming 
today appears to be more crowded with a festival 
type atmosphere oppo,ed tu the way he remembers 
Homecoming. 
Cooper. now with a family of hi, own. wa, fl'Cruit• 
ed by Gene ml Electric ma 1cchnical marketing tmin-
ing program after graduation and moved to Cali-
lhrnia. Returning to the east C(m,t in 1991. Cooper 
now ,wrk, for Sonepar. the l:U',te,t electrical d1,-
1ributor in the world. selling electrical constructional 
equipment. 
Annex Floods, Students Evacuate 
Residents of the Bethune Annex re,ident hall were fc1rced to evacu,11~ 1hc building alier a pipe bur-ton the , ixth 
floor. ('m1.,ing a flood and 1m1jor water leaks. Oct. l. 
The fl<x>d siarted .iround 10 p.111 .. after :1 hanger that wa,,u,-
pended on" ,prinklerbmke the tip of ii. causing a pipe to bur,t. 
Official, said water on the ,ixth lloor wa, knee-deep and con-
tinued to leaked down to the lloo" below. There w," one report 
of ;1 colh1psed ceiling and property damage,. No one '"" 
injuret.l. 
Ir tt1ol ~1 main1cnance crew.JS minute, to ,hut the \V:tterdown 
and anothl'r rwo hour, ro clean w:tter up from room, ant.I hall-
way, in the Annex. 
-Cr,11111i/ed by Kllflll'rine Carter 
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.:#AIRBORNE ' 
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INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
IN 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
• Work at a Local Community Development Corporation 
(15 hours/week---spring 2001; 40 hours/week---summer 
2001) 
• Gain Hands-on Experience in Community Development 
• Receive a $5600 Stipend 
• Open to all Howard University freshmen, sophomores, 
and juniors interested in joining the Community 
Development minor 
• Earn 3 Credit Hours 
FOR AN APPLICATION AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
Dr. Janet Griffin-Graves 
Howard University 
Center for Urban Progress 
2006 Georgia Avenue, N\V 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 806-9564 
APPLICATION DEADLINE OCTOBER 23, 2000 
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- -or 101n us 
and find out 
ho1111 good you, 
really are. 
We will be off-campus 
interviewing for lnvest1,1ent 
Banking Analyst positions. 
If interested please 
submit your resume by 
October 24th to 
Mallory Coffin at 
mallory_ coffin@prusec.com 
. . 
· For more information visit our website at: 
• ' ~ • ; _··.:_ ·::C' ,-·' -_ • 
· www.prLJdentialsecurities.com/ 
.. . 
· .· ... ·. ··•.·· investment_banking/careers.htm 
. ' . . ·, . ' ' .. 
. 
©9/00 Prudential Securities Incorporated. Member SIPC. 
Prudential Securities Incorporated is an Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F/DN) Securities 
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' ODS 1rac ' ose ID 
By TINA MARTINEZ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Close your eyes and imagine a place where 
everyone is uniformed and fighting for the same 
cause. People standing side-by-side, willing to 
die for their people and ready to educate not only 
themselves but others to take action. 
This was a reality at the Town Hall Meeting at the 
Prince Hall Masonic temple on September 28, as a 
host of powerful black District residents, business 
leaders and students gathered for the event. 
The purpose of the meeting, sponsored by the 
New Black Panther Party, was to discuss the 
state of black DC. 
Brother David Van Williams, the political 
action committee director for the NBPP, said the 
party hopes to destroy the problems facing 
blacks in the District. Williams defined those 
problems as gentrification, lack of housing, 
black depopulation, the closing of DC General 
Hospital and police brutality. 
"What we want to do is expose and counter the 
conspiracy to destroy Black Washington, DC," 
Williams said. "We want to inspire the people 
of DC to get involved and not give up on tack-
ling the problems that are affecting the African-
American community." 
Malik Shabazz, leader of the DC chapter of the 
NBPP, said blacks need to fight black depopu-
lation more aggressively as whites continue to 
move into the U Street area. 
"In five years the area surrounding the Howard 
community is going to be 80% white," Shabazz 
said. "Land is the basis of power; and whenev-
er we lose land, we lose power." 
Dr. Francis Cress Wilson, a psychiatrist and 
former Howard professor, attended the meeting 
sets it 
By NICOLE COLEMAN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Recently, the District's mayor is caught with his 
mistress while doing drugs. 
That is a scene from the new CBS television 
drama "The District." The show's pilot pre-
miered this summer. 
The show which debuts at 10 p.m., October 7, 
depicts a fictional Washington, DC, with a hero-
ic police chief, a corrupt police force and a cheat-
ing, drug abusing mayor. Craig T. Nelson, for-
merly of the show "Coach," stars as the district's 
police chief. 
The show and its content has Mayor Anthony 
A. Williams (D) and his cabinet very upset. 
Lydia Sermons, the Communications Director 
for Mayor Williams, said that while the mayor 
• 
., 
-.. 
• 1n 
All work and no play. Not an option. Working in Automation 
Alley means living in the nation's water, winter wonderland. 
Oakland County has more golf courses, more inland lakes and 
more miles of shoreline than any county in the nation. In the 
summer, there's hiking, biking, swimming and boating on over 
88,000 acres of parkland. In the winter, there's downhill and 
cross-country skiing, snowmobiling, ice fishing, skating or 
tobogganing. 
And, that's just in Oakland County. Imagine what the rest of the 
state has to offer! 
Explore Automation Alley. A smart place to be, A fun place to live. 
w w w. automationalley. com 
has yet to see the show, he is upset about what 
he has heard. 
"Neither the mayor nor members of his 
staff have actually seen the show; they only 
know of what's in the papers," Sermons said. 
"What they have heard from the ,nedia is 
very disheartening. It was terrible to see the 
mayor's role in a negative and self-defeating 
manner. " 
Besides the mayor's drug scene, Willian1 's 
staff objects to other scenes in the show. A 
police officer who tampers with statistics to 
falsely show crime is on a decline is another 
depiction the mayor's staff objects to. And yet 
another objection lies in an episode in which the 
show's only Hispanic character is revealed to be 
a serial rapist who murders his ex-wife. 
While the mayor has expressed grievances 
Okay. You have to work because you've gotta pay the rent. Plus, 
you want to buy lots of cool stuff. So, there's no choice. 
But where you work. Now that's a different story. 
You can choose a congested, high-speed, high-unemployment 
location with a lot of competition for high-tech Jobs. Or you can 
choose Automation Alley - the nation's newest technology 
cluster • 
Located in Michigan 's Oakland County, Automation Alley is 
home to more than 1,800 of the world's leading corporations 
■ and pioneers in fields like robotics, systems integration and 
alternative energy. 
Automation Alley is a low-risk job market. Lots of companies to 
explore. New jobs opening every day. Check out the web site. 
• • 1v1n ■ 
AUTOMATION 
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as a panelist. Wilson has studied racism for the 
last 30 years with the intent of improving the 
black race. 
"We (black people) are the mothers and fathers 
of the entire planet," Wilson said. "As the par-
ents, we have to know the difference between 
self-respect and trashiness or else our home and 
children are in chaos." 
Next on the agenda was addressing Mayor 
Anthony Williams' lack of dedication to the res-
idents of DC. 
Malik Farrakhan, a representative of Cease 
Fire: Don't Smoke the Black Brothers and Sis-
ters, said Williams is not doing what he should 
to keep blacks from leaving the city. 
It became clear that the audience agreed with 
Farrakhan after attendees participated in a grad-
ing of the Mayor on various issues. The grades 
reflected all F's for the Mayor on the topics of 
health, public schools, housing and black youth 
support. 
Brother Shabazz, also denounced the Mayor. 
"The Mayor's actions and policies are not with 
the black community," Shabazz said. "He is 
merely a stranger to us." 
After the panelists spoke, the audience was 
given a chance to ask questions, voice opinions 
and offer suggestions. The NBPP challenged 
people to get involved, not merely by joining the 
organization, but by putting forth "real" action. 
The NBPP pleaded for people to open their 
eyes and realize that racism is real and that self-
determination is needed to control the black 
community. 
For those interested in joining the struggle, the 
NBPP meets every Thursday at 7:00 pm, at 2714 
Georgia Avenue, NW. Call (202) 227-1758 for 
more information. 
• • 1c1a it 
with the show, Terry Gainer, the real-life Wash-
ington, DC Assistant Police Chief said the 
mayor should lighten up. 
"The show is fiction," Gainer said. "We have 
a real police chief, running a real police depart-
ment in a very real city, run by an excellent 
mayor." 
Barry Smith, the publicist for CBS supported 
the show. 
"People know the governmental side of DC, 
but not the city side," Smith said. "The District 
offers a new approach to Washington, DC." 
Still, Sermons said the show is unacceptable. 
"We understand the need to entertain viewers," 
Sermons said. "But we encourage the executives 
of the show to be responsible in their script writ-
ing, so as to not damage our efforts to rebuild 
the city and its image." 
Because of the response the pi lot show 
received, CBS has agreed to make a few 
changes, including the depiction of the mayor. 
The old mayor's role emerged as a stereotyp-
ical Marion Barry character. But, the charac-
ter was rewritten. John Amos of "Roots" and 
"Good Times" was cast as Mayor Ethan 
Baker. 
CBS also agreed to send the mayor's office a 
copy of the new pilot when it is ready. The 
show's executives have asked to meet with 
Mayor Williams whenever he wants to discuss 
the show. 
Sermons believes CBS's changes will be well-
received by the mayor and his staff. 
"Over the past few days we understand that 
changes are being made that we would tind more 
favorable to the mayor's office and the District." 
~--------------------- - -
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Advantage. 
Year in and year out, employees at education and 
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF. 
And for good reasons: 
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly 
managed funds 
• A solid history of performance and exceptional 
personal service 
• A strong commitment to low expenses 
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options 
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff 
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for-
and enioy-successful retirements. 
Choosing your retirement plan provider 1s simple. 
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
THE TIAA-CREF 
ADVANTAGE 
Investment Expertise 
Low Expenses 
Customized 
Payment Options 
Expert Guidance 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
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Elections 2000 
ere 
By KENRYA MALIKH RANKIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Traffic flows easily, and all is peaceful in front of Meyer School, 
a public elementary school on 11th St., NW. But on November 
7, voting day, the atmosphere here will be a lot more hectic. 
Meyer School is the site where many Washingtonians are des-
ignated to vote. including Howard Plaza Towers residents. 
While some Howard students know where they will vote, oth-
ers have yet to decide if they will vote in the District or by absen-
tee ballot in their home states. 
"Individuals at Howard are dealing with two realities" said Alvin 
Thornton, chairman of the Howard University Political Science 
Department. "That as the college student. whose fortunes are 
largely impacted by both what goes on in the District of Colum-
bia, and the reality of their home's political situation." Thornton 
feels that Howard students should vote where their choice will 
make the most significant impact on the African American 
community. 
While out-of-state students may not be residents of the District, 
they can still vote here. After living in the District for 30 days a 
person is automatically considered a resident for voting purpos-
es, even if they don't have a District-issued driver's license. 
Registered voters of Washington DC can vote for school board 
n1embers, city and county councilmen, the mayor, a representa-
tive in the House of Representatives and the president. 
The delegate to the House of Representatives, Eleanor Holmes 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2000 
Norton (D), has no voting power on the floor and she cannot 
introduce legislation without the help of another member of Con-
gress. Norton can vote in committee, however. This is because 
the District is not a true state of the Union. 
The District currently has three votes in the electoral college, 
which is the body that decides the ultimate outcome in the pres-
idential election. 
Stefanie Brown, President of the Howard University chapter of 
the NAACP and co-coordinator of Operation Vote Bison, said 
that students should register at home. Operation Vote Bison is a 
campus project aimed at registering Howard students and mem-
bers of the community to vote. 
"Students should register at home because it's a way to stay in 
contact with what is going on there," Brown said. "But that doesn't 
mean that students should not be involved with what is going on 
in DC. We spend most of our time here, and we should be able 
to voice our concerns about what is happening here." 
Others believe students should vote in Washington, DC. Diaron 
Price, the political action chair for Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., 
Alpha chapter, is one of those people. The fraternity has been 
active in working with Operation Vote Bison. 
"If you vote in DC, you can avoid all the paperwork required 
for sending an absentee ballot," Price said. "We are the Mecca; 
we are supposed to be the leaders of Black America. There is 
oppression here in DC. They need us here to vote." 
I 
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Meyer School, located at thecorner of 11th and Clifton street, NW is the voting site clos- : 
est to the Howard Towers. , 
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FACT BOX 
WHERE WILL YOU VOTE? 
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' ' The following polling sites are the closest to : 
' Howard's various residence halls. , 
' Date: November 7, 2000 : 
Time: 7:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m. , 
' Slowe and Carver Hall: Auditorium of Gage-Eck- :
ington School, located at 3rd and Elm Sts. , NW. t 
The deadline to register to vote in the upcoming general elec-
tion for most states is Tuesday, October I 0. Howard students 
already registered in the District will receive .voter registration 
cards in the mail. The cards will give them the location of the 
polling station closest to their addresses. Students can also get 
this information by calling the District of Columbia Board of 
Elections and Ethics at (202) 727-2525 or visiting 
1vww.dcboee.org. DC registration forms are also available at any 
District library or fire station. • Bethune Annex, Tubman Quad, Cook and Drew : 
People voting in their home states can call the Office of the Sec-
retary of State or the State Board of Elections to request an absen-
tee ballot. They can also download absentee ballot request 
forms for many states at the website above by linking to their 
Hall: Gymnasium of Bruce Monroe School, locat- i 
ed at 3021 Georgian Avenue, NW. I 
Howard Plaza Towers: Multi-purpose room of : 
Meyer School, located at the corner of 11th and ; 
Clifton St., NW. : 
' . 
states site. 
Photo hy Ja1.c lk 81.' llavancc 
'IrE Alµ-E. Crapter of OTEg3. Psi Im Frat.emity, I:oc . registers VCJters in tlE 
ld:by of the Bet.rn.me Annex residence hill . 
Operation Vote Bison will provide students with contact address-
es and numbers for each state's voting bureau by request. Vote 
Bison also has absentee ballots available every Wednesday in the 
Blackburn Center from I 2:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
Meridian Hill Hall: Lower level auditorium H.D. : 
Cook School, located at 17th and Euclid St. , NW. I 
t 
Personal Growth. 
Professional Achievement. 
With Peterson behind y<>u, a great future lies aliead: 
a future filled with achievement and gro:vt/1. 
Pctt.•ri,;on Consulting is a visionary consulting !inn, creating cconomiciinfon11ation n1anagen1cnt 
solutHn1s h)r onr clients in the corporate, in:i:urancc, healthcare, governtnent and legal 
l'on1111unit!~s. Herc, we see the big pictuJc ... and so \vill you. You won't just \Vork <in a 
s1nall component of the proJCt:t, you w ill be a vital n1e1nber ofa cross-disciplinary team 
affecting top decisinns and i1npacting total business operations. 
\Ve seek future graduates lo join Peterson Consulting as ,\ssociate c:onsuJtants. \Ve ,vould 
like vou to be working to\vards cl business, engineering or systems degree and have excel!en1 
con1lnunications ski ll s. con1puter prc, fi ciency ·(especially MS office) alld flexibil ity regarding 
O\·l>-rtin1c and travcL V1/c offer highly compc11tive cornpensatioo inc luding year-end bonuses, 
extensive benefits and great growth potential in a dyna111ic envi.ronn1ent that believes in you 
and vour ideas. 
PleasL' visit our \.Veb site at wtvw.petersonJvorldH·ide.co111 and look for us on ca,npus this 
recrutting s~ason. 
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Merck is where I can f1ave the 
greatest effect 0,1 hurr1an life 
It's what we do. · 
It's who .we are. 
At Merck, our first 
priority is improving 
. the • quality ' of life . 
for • people , around 
Breakthrougl1 n1ed,cines. Treatn1ents that oiter a new lease on iife. At 
Merck, improvi ng patient health isn't 1ust what we do. it's who WI.' are, 
sharin,J a passion for hie th a1 brings out the best in a d iverse wo1·ktorce of 
60,000 people. ThJt's why Merck enjoys over S32 bi!lior, in annual sales as 
one of A merica's largest pharrr ,aceutical con1pan1es. while bei119 honored by 
F,,rtune as one of "The 100 Best Con·,panies To Work For ,n An,erica." 
. the . worl_d_: People 
·· who use · our 
Join us to learn n1ore about IT Career Opportunities in: 
Merck Information Services 
Howard University Business School 
Presentation: Octo tier 11, 2000 
Place: SB Faculty Lounge 
Time: 7:00 pn1 to 8:00 pm 
Interview Date: October 17, 2000 
Howard University Career Services Center 
Presentation: October 17, 2000 
Place: Co llege of Engineering, Archi tecture and 
Comptiter Sciences, Tt1e Downing Blclg.-RM 1020 
lime: 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm 
Interview Date: October 18, 2000 
Opportunities exist fo r: 
Application & Web Desigr1ers & Developers, E-com n1erce & 
Technology Specialists, Systems Architects & Engineers, 
Analysts, Network & Server Specialists & 
Administrators, Computational, Mathematical, & 
Information Scientists, Technology Support 
Special.ists, Database Architects & 
Administrators, and Process & Control Engineers 
Sign up for our can1pus interviews through your 
school's career services. If you are unab le to 
meet w ith u s at ou r ev ent s li sted above, please 
contact howard is@1nerck.co n1 We are an 
Equal Opportunity Employer, M IF/D/V. 
For f u rther inforn1at ion about IT Career 
Opportunities, please v is it u s on line at: 
www.merck.com/careers 
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GET the experience of a lifetime while living in a 
different environment or a different cu.lture and earn 
COLLEGE CREDITS, too! 
♦ Sophomores and juniors are eligible to 
participate in both domestic and international 
exchange programs. 
♦ You can study at one of more than 200 
colleges and universities in the United States 
and abroad. 
~ ..... 
♦ The application deadline for Spring 200 l is 
October 16, 2000. 
♦ Check us out for applications NOW in 
The Office of Domestic and International Exchanges 
Johnson Administration Building 
Room G-11 
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Bush Invited to Howard 
From BUSH. Al 
power to effect the life opportunities 
of Africans Americans:· Thornton 
s:,id. 
College Republican officials said 
Howard\ democrntic roOI~ didn'I avert 
their decision to invite Bush. 
Charles Chamberlyn. chairman of 
the College Republican said both 
Demorcrat and Republican students 
should hear speeches given by the 
opposing party's presidential nomi-
nee. Chamberlyn said the address 
would .. al low studen ts 10 educate 
thcm,clves:· 
"There is power in voting and there 
is a greater power in knowing. They 
need 10 know the issues l>eforc going 
to vote ... he ,aid. 
.. Regard less of the party in whi ch 
the he belong,. Bush·s visit would get 
u, more involved in polit ics:· ,aid 
Chamberlyn. "we need 10 take it back 
10 that era when blacks were politi-
cal leader,. we are in the middle of 
DC the perf~ct place 10 be doi ng 
something that wil l bring us to that 
poin1:· 
1yler Sues University 
Fmm Tl'/..ER. A I 
tract. leading to an addition of the clause 
now in queslion. 
During her 20 years as head coach of 
the Lady Bison. Tyler coached the Lady 
Bison to three NCAA tournament 
' 
berths. 'fyler abo posted a record of 298 
win, and 266 losses. making her both 
Howard and the Mid-E.1s1ern Athletic 
Conference·s wi nni ngcst basketbal l 
coach among both male and female 
ream:-.. 
Check Us Out 
On the Web 
. 
,, 
' 
http://hilltop.howard.edu ' 
Now, thats good reading! 
. 
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Muno Returns 
From Olympics 
Post Partnership 
Seeks to Student 
Opportunities 
From OLYMPIC, Al 
year. Monu. who is co-capiain 
of the women·s team. brings the 
ultimate experience of being an 
Olympic swimmer 10 the team. 
.. I hope that I can :.et an exam-
ple for my team mate, of what 
can happen if you remai n 
focused. never losing sight of 
your ulti mate goa1:· Monu said. 
Mom, is optimistic about this 
upcoming season. Monu·., team 
mates have expressed excite-
ment al>out her return. Many 
said that her presence and the 
experiences that she has had 
wi ll impact them po,iti vely. 
Monu offers this advice: "No 
maner what you are trying to do. 
rema in focused. If you want 
something. you can·, 'b.s: your 
way about gening it. Work hard. 
train hard but most importantly 
pray hard." 
Study Aboard Programs 
Provide Unique 
Semesters For Some 
By N tQUANDA BKO\\'N 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Seniorchcmiwy major Tori Holme, spent the 
ent ire Spring in BraLil. 
After learning about 1he South American 
country in her Portuguese class. Holmes said 
she wa, ready to explore Brazi l even though it 
Wa!\ rhou~and~ of miles away. 
"Since Br:izil and the United States are simi-
lar ... Holmcssaid. "I went to Brazil looking for 
parallel;, between the two cultures:· 
demic education 
program for 
,ophomures and 
juniors 10 study 
within the US or 
al>road uut of the 
country:· 
The ma in 
advantages of 
studying al>road 
b lcurning to 
appreciate other 
culture,. deve l-
By Jot Rtot.f:Y 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University h:cs embarked 
on a monumemal alliance with one 
of the nation·s 1110,1 prestigious 
news sources. The Washington 
Post. Post executives announced 
the program known a, the ··wa,h-
ington Post and Howard Univer,,i-
1y Partnership .. at the Washington 
Pust corporate office, . The part-
nership wil l allow , 1ude111s 10 gain 
experience in the newspaper pro-
fession through study program, 
and hands-on experience. 
The creaturs of the partner,hip 
hope to provide Howard student, 
with .. experience in journalism that 
will lead 10 a career at The Wa,h-
ington Post" say, Bo Jones. the 
new a"ociate publisher of the 
Washington Post. The program is 
!,?Cared to student, in the School of 
Communication, and School of 
Business. Jone, continue,. "Par-
ticip:1111, will get a taste of how 
newspapers work. but more ,pecif-
1cally how 1he Po,1 works:· 
In :mendancc on behalf of the 
Un iversi ty were President 
Swygert. Dean Date, of1he School 
of Communication,, and Dean 
Harvey of the School of Bu,ine» 
along with a host of ,1uden1,. fac-
ulty. and alumn i. Dean Date, 
described the program a, being 
"more in keeping wi 1h 21st centu-
ry curriculum:· Dean Harvey 
,hared sentiment, as he cxpl:1ined 
that .. education require, teaming 
corporate partners. parent,. and 
students. 10 cn,urc a quali ty edu-
cation:· Jone, envision, the link a, 
a "great opportunity for Howard 
University student, to u,e 1he Post 
as a vthiclc li,r the newspaper hu,i-
nc,:-.:· 
The Post h:i- maintained a rela-
tionship with the University in the 
pa,1. Both Univcr. ity owned 
WHUR and WHUT were gifts 
from the Wa,hington Po,t. 111c 
Po,1 al,o prinl\ the Community 
New, each week free of charge for 
the School of Communication,. 
The connection between the Post 
and Howard ha, continued a, many 
Po,1 e.,1:cutive, rncluding David 
Jone;.. Ivy Garren. Alicia Mayo. 
:md Nikki Ma,on (who was pro-
moted 10 publi,her in le" than one 
year) are former Howard gradu-
ate,. 
Each year hundreds of college students trav-
e l abo:ird in search of new adventure,.ju,1 like 
Holmes . 
Al>out 15-20 Howard student, study at either 
international universities through the study 
abroad program. or at U.S. universities by way 
of the National Student Exchange. a progrmn 
where students spend the semester at a domcs-
1ic univer,,ity. 
oping international aw;.irene:-., . and increa,ing 
your maturity. program official, said. 
"Being away in college in another country is 
nut the same a being away in a college thm is 
only a few state, away from home:· Holme, 
,aid. "You really have In be mature:· 
.. I think everyone ,hould ,1udy abruad:· ,he 
,aid ... h build, yourself e,teem and it give, you 
a different perspective of life here in 1he ,1a1e, 
and in different place,." 
Internationally. stude~h have the opportuni-
ty to ,tudy in Europe. Asia. South America. 
Africa. ,md Australia. 
"Our pm11rams provide an educational :md 
economical way to experience a new culture:· 
said Beny Aiken,. the pmgrnm director for 
international :md domestic exchange at Howard. 
To be eligible. ,tudent, must have a 3.0 GPA :ind 
,ophomore or junior standing. However. it is 1101 
mandatory for a student 10 be lluent or knowl-
edgeable in any ,econd l,mguage. 
··Thi!'I program ha!'I heen in exbrence .J I 
Howard ,ince 1978.'' Ail..en, ,Hid. ··Jr i, an a<.·a-
Erica AnderMm. ,enior film major. went to the 
University of Southern California la,t ,eme, . 
ter on the dume,tic exchange program. 
"I wem to the University ul Southern Cali• 
fornia to experi~nce a dinerent academic envi-
ronment and to gain more knowledge about the 
lield that I want 10 enter:· she ,aid. ·The N:uion-
al Student Exchange i, good for anyone who 
war11:-. tn experience :-.omething new and unfa-
mi liar and that ha, the courage to ,ee it 
through:· 
Holmessaid heriime in Bratil wa, well ,pent. 
"~ly e,perience wa, good all-in-all.'' ,he said. 
·· It wa, an eye opening experience. e,peciall) 
,incc everything ,, in a Jifferem langu::1ge.·· 
~ ~.!.!l,.QIJ.rf..E' 1 
,, 1·4,,\I J ~•.1 >t::-rt: •,• vi ~1,r •\ ·t ,,. 
1 ~., www A irtio rneHealth.com 
> ~• ,r Ii 1 F.,(,"', -;q(I ~ .J 
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Thinking about a Career in Investment Banking? 
Join Jeffrey Kaplan, Managing Director, Investment Banking for an 
on line discussion of The e-Merging Tech M&A Marketplace. 
Wednesday, October 11, 8:00-9:00 PM Eastern Time 
Online at www.wetfeet.com 
Thinking about a Career in IT? 
Join John McKinley, Global CTO for an on line discussion of Merrill Lynch 
Technology-A Great Opportunity for a Talented Few. 
Wednesday, October 18, 8:00-9:00 PM Eastern Time 
Online at www.wetfeet.com Brought to you by 
02000 WetFeet.com ~¾14; 444!.f •1 ;:. , 
Smarter career moves start here. 
-----...... ----~---------~------------- -- -
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here's your chance 
to really go somewhere. 
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college 
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it. 
One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an IN ROADS internship you could have a serious job 
every summer while you're still in school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of 
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now. 
web site_www.inroadsinc.org 
You got this far. Now go farther. J~ INROADS. 
■ 
How should we protect the rights 
of artists in a digital world? Get 
the online music debate from a 
different point-of-view . 
www.ArtistsAgainstPiracy.com 
A9 
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EDITORIALS 
THE HILLTOP 
JASON T. SMITH, Editor-in-Chief 
IRA PORTER, Afanaging Editor JAM YE SPILLER, Chief Copy Editor 
Found e d i11 19 2 ./ 
CI-IRISTINA ACKAH, Business A tanager KALILAH BARNES, Advertising Manager 
Mr. Bush, Stay at Home! 
What was a campus rumor is now official. Presi-dential candidate George 
Bush has been invited to speak at 
our beloved University. Yes, vice-
president and presidential cand i-
date, Al Gore, visited our campus. 
We all know how 1nuch of a stir that 
caused. But, who says that Mr. Bush 
must grace us with his presence 
also? 
The College Republicans, who 
were unknown until this time, have 
invited the Republican party's 
choice for president. Based on what 
he represents, the esteemed gover-
nor of Texas is not someone who 
should be invited to our campus. 
Why would he want to visit our 
campus when he has endorsed such 
racist institutions as Bob Jones Uni-
versity? That is the school in South 
Carolina which, until recently, 
banned its students from interracial 
dating. Now, what possibly could 
presidential candidate Bush have to 
say to us, after this blatant act of 
supporting the prejudices of the 
"old" South? 
This isn't the only reason that Mr. 
Bush should stay away. As the Gov-
ernor of Texas, Mr. Bush has 
allowed more women to be execut-
ed than any other state. Added to 
that, he refused to pardon Gary Gra-
ham, a deathrow inmate whose 
conviction was steeped in contro-
versy. The turrnoil that faces the 
HBCU's in Bush's state shou ld be 
reason alone for us not to encourage 
Mr. Bush to speak at our Uni versi-
ty. 
The dear elder George Bush never 
did anything for the black commu-
nity. What do we expect Junior to 
do? The clown show that was sup-
posed to be the Republican party's 
convention is not enough to serve as 
evidence that Bush's party cares 
about us. 
On his appearance on the Oprah 
show, he was more than a bit evasive 
when asked questions. Yes, that's 
part of being a politician, but Bush's 
approach w.as classic. It was obvi-
ous that Oprah was allowing Mr. 
Bush to speak for himself and sub-
sequently, seal his own fate with the 
A1nerican voters. 
So, Mr. Bush, while we appreciate 
your consideration of this invita-
tion, if we wish to hear any 1nore of 
your ideas and plans, we' II tune into 
re-runs of the Oprah show. 
Giving Women.More Choices 
,~r1 I 
S ince the beginning of time, women have had to fight for certain rights. Many times 
these were rights that men were 
freely exercising. Remember when 
all those old white Protestant men 
united to draft the Constitution? 
Remember that "all men are creat-
ed equal ... endowed with certain 
inalienable rights"? Well that did 
not include won1en nor d id it 
include the right to choose what 
she wants to do with her body. 
In the 1950s, young wo1nen who 
found themselves with an unex-
pected pregnancy had to resort to 
desperate measures to ter111inate the 
pregnancy. Some women, as hard as 
it is to fathom, would try to abort the 
child using wire hangers, or seeking 
the assistance of unethical doctors 
who used non-sterile tools. Many of 
these unfortunate souls died from 
complications fron1 these "back-
yard" abortions. 
Today a woman has the right to 
choose. While we might not agree 
with abortions, we agree with 
wo111en having choices . The abor-
tion pill is another choice for 
women. Now women have the 
opportunity to choose between sur-
gical abortion, legal adoption, and 
the pill. A wo111an can now avoid 
going to an abortion clinic and being 
threatened by pro-life extremists. 
The pill will help ensure that her 
abortion is co1npletely discreet. 
When a woman chooses the abor-
tion drug, also known as mifepris-
tone, she simply visits her doctor or 
primary care provider to have a 
pregnancy test to confirm the preg-
nancy. After the pregnancy is con-
firmed, she is given the abortion 
pill. The patient must return for 
three checkups to ensure there are 
no complications. 
Hav ing a lternatives is the best 
thing 1.n the world. The right to 
choose might not have been in the 
Constitution but it should have been. 
,, 
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H_U DON~lC WA"~ 
YOU \1! 
'. I 
Letter to the Editor 
'Not Proud of Being Misquoted' 
Dear Editor. 
I am writing 10 express my concerns in the 
article ... Technology Main Focus at Town 
Hall Meeting .. (9/29/00). In case you are not 
aware. the art icle contains misquoted infor-
mation by myself. I have no problem with the 
students. swff and/or friends of the Universi-
ty knowing how I feel about the llaw) 
throughout the University. I am 1101 proud of 
being misquoted or used 10 get a point 
across. In my brief presentation before the 
meeting auendants, not once did I mention 
anything about "registration or paying hard 
money 10 live in dorms with mls and roach-
es:· I appreciate your a11emp1 lo inform indi-
viduab of student opinions. For future refer-
ences. perhaps you can audiotape such 
discussions lo beuer document exactly who 
said what. 
Respectfully. 
Precious Jack~on 
Freshman . Undecided Major 
San Dcigo. CA 
Please Write Us 
We cncoumge our read-er:-. to write lette r:,. to 1hc Editor. Tell u, 
whal you 1hink ab<lUI 1he paper :md 
ib content~. 
We , 1rivc to produce a quali1y 
weekly with news page, 1htH are 
devoid of :;lan1 or personal bia,. 
Plea,e address all leuer, or com• 
menls to The Hil11op. 2251 Sher• 
man Ave .. NW. Washington. DC. 
20001. You can also e-mail tis al 
1hchillmp@ho1muil .com 
The Hillw11. B,, Heart/. 
The opi11io11s expressed n11 the 
Editorial Pa1:e are the views of 
the The Hi/lwp Editorial Brx1rd 
011d do 11ot directly reflect the 
opinion of Howard U11i1·ersit\\ 
its Admi11istmtim1, i11dil'id11al 
Hilltop Pa/icy Board members. 
ar the student bod,1: The opi11-
io11s expressed 011 the Per.1pec-
tives page are those of the writ-
ers a11d do 1101 represent the 
view of the Editorial Board. 
CORRECTIONS 
1llc 1-h lllul) 1, dcdK:alcd 10 ai.'\'.'urJ1.·y 
in 1b n:porlin~ mkl cdj1in1. Coo'tl:llon, 
;,..hould b:- l'tl'll.Jl100 to 1hr cthlor ~I (202) 
S06-1748. 
C om.'C.11()11' \\111 run on 1hr &lilotiah 
IX•IC c;ich w1..-c~ t1, they m·c idcn111iN 
THE HILLTOP 
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By Aaron Pope 
Life & Style Fashion Columnist 
I find myself, an urban contemporary man of style, constantly 
feeling let down by the clothing that targets me. Often feel-
ings quite offended by some designer's idea of what I am sup-
pose to wear. Yes, I am a black male in my twenties existing 
in urban America. Yes I love hip-hop, 2G Cadillacs on Dubs, 
and basketball. But I don't breakdance. I do not want to be 
Jay-Z or Cash Money, and I do not want some designer's label 
as a billboard across my chest. I just want to look clean, well 
dressed, and most importantly well put together. 
Just when I thought there was no hope for the future of con-
temporary fashion, I was introduced to Modisch (pro-
nounced mo-dee-shh ). The word Modisch is German for 
Avant Garde clothing. and after viewing their fall/holiday 
2000 collection I could not think of a more befitting name. 
The quality of their clothing is one of the most technologi-
cally advanced. Using premium quality Japanese denim, 
linen, twill, novelty knits & wovens, and other exclusively 
milled natural and synthetic fibers, their quality of clothing 
is among the finest. 
This season's collection emphasizes on outerwear: jackets, 
coats, bombers, pullovers, and ponchos. Modisch's design 
team has one philosophy: work from the outside in. 
Modisch is doing things for men's and women's contempo-
rary clothing that is long overdue. The collection is more 
technical in design than many other labels I have seen this 
season. Adding practicality to the garments by having util-
ity pockets and extra insulation. The L-Tec (black leather 
pieces with smoke gray woven insulate perfect for cuffing) 
ensembles are sure to be a key item among the trendy this 
season. The denim is supersaturated indigo, double-dipped, 
from cloth woven on antique Japanese shuttle looms. 
Modisch is making clothing that is conducive to life in urban 
America. The cut to the garments are flawless, made to 
accentuate the male and female physique rather than mask 
them with overly baggy clothing. The silhouettes are clean, 
casual, and fit with an almost tailored look. 
Modisch is a hot new company fresh in the game. Howev-
er the executives, of this soon to be industry giant, have been 
in the game for a while. The design team began almost a 
decade ago, pioneering what was to become the most pro-
lific era in contemporary sportswear. Designers T.J. Walk-
er and Derek Tucker, along with marketing executive David 
Stennett have used their knowledge to launch and/or sustain 
companies like Karl Kani, Cross Colours, Groove Compa-
ny, Twism, and many other others. 
The designer's hope this collection will help kill that arti-
fice in design and marketing known as urban. Modisch is 
practical, contemporary, technical fashion for men and 
women of the new millennium. You can view the Modisch 
fall/holiday collection at Howard University November 5, 
2000 7:00pm in Cramton Auditorium during S'allumer: Hip-
Hop Fashion Experience. Facades Productions, The Source, 
Howard University's Dimensions, Runwaynews.com, Honey 
Magazine, and many more will join in as apart of this show. 
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Rooms: Private Retreat 
Students Spice Up Dorm Living 
By Brandon A. Miller 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After a grueling day of classes, Finie 
Hunter takes her daily hike back to her 
residence in the West Towers. No mat-
ter what rigors Finie has endured during 
her day, she can always take comfort in 
one thing: her room. 
Hunter is one of many students who go 
out of their way to make their room an 
extremly unique and pleasant environ-
ment. "I look forward to coming back to 
my room after class," said Hunter, a 
junior biology major. In her suite, her 
bedroom is coordinated with lime green 
and blue to a tee, her bathroom sports the 
colors peach and mint green and her 
kitchen is full of purple and green. All 
rooms are accessorized with various 
items such as her works of art, home-
made picture frames, inflatable chairs, 
pictures, birthday cards, beads, and flow-
ers. "I consider myself to be a pretty cre-
ative person," said Hunter. "Since I'm a 
biology major I don't get to express my 
creatitvity as much as I would like to." 
Sophomore acting major Jason Hill says 
that his distinct room is a direct reflec-
tion of his personality. " I like to be dif-
ferent," said Hill. "I like to be seen. I 
want everybody to know who I am." 
With his heavy usage of black lights and 
neon accessories, it won't be long before 
everybody notices his room when they 
enter the West Towers. 
The most noticeable element of Hill's 
room is the collection of neon cups on the 
ceiling that express his sentiment about 
his room. "The neon cups spell 'It's 
Tight' because that's what my room is. I 
know that my room is tight," said Hill. In 
addition to the cups, there are two black-
lights, a neon mask from the movie 
"Scream", lava lamps, and pictorial trib-
utes to Lil' Kim, Tyra Banks, and Halle 
Berry. 
For sophomore Loren Collier, the dec-
orations in his room in Cook Hall are an 
easy way for anyone who enters to know 
him better. "I see my room as an outward 
manifestation of who I am and what I 
like," said Collier. "It is a constant 
reminder of what makes me happy and 
everything just makes me feel at home." 
Collier's room includes posters cover-
ing virtually every inch of the room, 
including the ceiling, a digital scrolling 
marquee, his high school football jersey, 
a parking sign, and turntables. 
There are many prudent avenues one 
can pursue in trying to advance a dorm 
room past the minimal stage. "Go to the 
dollar store or an odds and ends store and 
pick up random items," said Hunter. "I 
used a lot of stuff from home to decorate 
too." Hill recommends stores such as 
Spencer's and Linens 'n Things to find 
unique items to decorate with. "You can 
find stuff anywhere. Whenever you see 
something you like, whether its on the 
street or in someone else's room, just take 
it," said Collier. "Also try to get free 
posters of your favorite artists from 
record stores," he added. 
OULJAH 
PEAKS 
By Jacquelyn N. Hicks 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
communities is the confusion between the definition of 
what we think a true woman is and the real definition of 
a true woman. Contrary to popular belief, a real woman 
respects herself and those around her. A real woman 
acknowledges the hardships she has endured. A real 
woman is not a female who can and will steal her girl's 
man, nor is she one that can easily find herself a sugar 
daddy. I couldn't help, but wonder if the woman speak-
ing in front of me was serious. Everything that my world 
has socialized me to become, was completely false. 
have I sold myself out? How many times have I com-
promised my dignity and self-respect for the sake of fun? 
"What has happened to tradition?" Sister Souljah ques-
tioned. Women can do physics, chemistry, construct a the-
sis, and debate relevant issues, but don't have their lives 
in order. 
Souljah's journey of enlightenment began when she 
asked her mother, "What's wrong with the people around 
here?" Even as a young girl, it was obvious to her that 
the people in her community lacked motivation and the 
necessary thirst for life. Her mother said that she could 
only do two things for her: teach her how to read and give 
her a free public library card. Her mother told her this, 
so she could find the answers that she desired. That jump 
started her quest for solutions to the problems that exist-
ed in society. 
her destiny! 
Souljah enlightened us with her personal words of wis-
dom that she presented in a top ten list form. 
1. Evaluate yourself and your mother. Engage in 
constructive criticism. 
2. Don't waste your time. Develop a purpose and 
goal in everything you do. 
3. Read. Commit to reading things that will expand 
your options. 
4. Organize sisterhood. Form alliances with strong 
black women. 
, 'It is possible for you to be academically advanced, 
but culturally retarded." These words echoed loud 
Thursday, September 21 in Blackburn's Ballroom. The 
words belonged to Sister Souljah, civil rights leader in the 
AfricanAmerican community. 
''There is strength in unity, and power in unity," 
5. Keep strong friends. Don't fall out on issues 
like money and men. 
6. Exploit your education now. "Make your 
mentality international." 
7. Create a business. Perfect your talents and 
skills. 
8. Remember your politics. Stay abreast of new 
information. 
• 
Souljah visited the campus as a member of the Tampax 
Total You tour. Her challenge was to speak out on self-
empowerment and renewal. Souljah was also set to sign 
copies of her novel, "The Coldest Winter Ever," now in 
its second printing. It was obvious that her goal was to 
drastically change the way we as young African-Ameri-
can women, view ourselves versus the way the world 
views us. She began to speak words of great wisdom 
while implementing very real and understandable exam-
ples of what "we" (as black people) are up against. 
said Souljah. She also said that we have been bred to 
be the perfect Americans, which means we are not to be 
unified. You are to be an individual, free from the prob-
lems and cares of those around you. I could relate to this 
in more ways than one. It has always been important to 
me to stand out and reject the support or association of 
others. But, Souljah made it clear that a system of sup-
port can benefit both myself and others around me. There 
is no doubt that night was for young black women. She 
taught me that women are responsible for the cycle of life. 
We have the power to determine the health of our babies 
stemming from the food we eat during our pregnancy, to 
whether or not we decide to breastfeed, giving the baby 
all the proper nutrients for brain formation and develop-
ment of immune system. As young women, we can not 
handle a responsibility like that if we do not know or love 
ourselves or respect the precious people we are. 
One of our problems as a community, Souljah claims, is that people do not talk about past issues. They 
can be small issues to bigger ones. Mothers do not speak 
of mistakes they made growing up. They don't tell about 
the men they should have stayed away from or their expe-
riences smoking illegal substances. As a people, blacks 
don't talk about slavery. It is true, they complain about 
the oppression and discrimination, but refuse to talk 
about the real issues that could possibly bring us out of 
our present turmoil. 
9. Choose the right man. A good man is a man who 
acknowledges his spiritual creator. Ifhe has no spiritu-
"As women, there are certain things that we need to 
take care of. Don't let a man interrupt your education. 
Do what you need to do because a man will always do 
what he wants to do," Sister Souljah said. As her words 
painfully sunk into my ears and the ears of her audience, 
there were gasps, people nodding their heads in agree-
ment, and young ladies closing their eyes perhaps to go 
back to their own personal experience of when they put 
a man in front of handling their responsibilities. I just 
silently agreed with her loud words. She spoke so sim-
ply of what I needed to know and commit to everyday 
practice or was it that I already knew it, but found it so 
hard to apply to my everyday routine. According to Soul-
jah, the bottom line of the problem that exists in all of our 
Souljah told the story of how African tradition requires a man to present himself and his family to 
the elders of the female's family. That shows his sinceri-
ty. He has to converse and interact at an extensive level 
with all generations of her family. It is only then that he 
can begin courting her with the blessing of the family. 
Women today wonder why men do not honor them, when 
they do not honor themselves enough to find out his last 
name before they've slept with him. What is there to 
respect? As Souljah pointed out, we are all to blame for 
that. You and I are "we." That's part of the unification 
process. If this did not bring a memory or two to me, I 
don't know what could. I began to think, how many times 
She spoke so easily and confidently that it made me won-
ders where it was all coming from. Someone who is so 
willing to inspire and energize a nation must burn out at 
tin1es. She is so often in situations where people want her 
to spill her wisdom and advice. Where does she go when 
she has a question and needs some guidance? Her answer 
was simple. "I go to two places, the creator and history." 
She went on to explain that some people never answer the 
calling placed on their lives, others just try not to hear it. 
Souljah feels that by going to history, you can explore 
the moves made by your ancestors. "I have fully embraced 
my instructions as ahnman being." What a feeling of sat-
isfaction, to be fully embracing your calling as a human 
being. As I question my major, my career goals, and my 
outlook on life in general, this woman is working within 
ality he will never bow down to the rules and regulations 
laid before him. If he can not humble himself to God or 
if he thinks that he is God, he hasn't the ability to hum-
ble himself to you and take care of you in the way you 
deserve. 
10. Maintain spirituality. Practice morality and decen-
cy. Sacrifice your vanity for your spirituality. 
That night left me impacted for life. Her logic, wis-dom, and real life examples allowed me to clearly 
apply them to my life. I learned that I am a woman who 
deserves respect, but I must respect myself first. I learned 
that love from a man does not mean much if nothing else 
comes with it. I came acrosss the startling revelation that 
I need help. I can't do it all on my own regardless of what 
society has taught me. Last but not least I discovered that 
it is of utmost importance that I fmd the calling placed 
on my life or else my purpose will be left unfulfilled. I 
am excited to learn that I can continue my semester with 
new inspiration and new goals to seek. 
• 
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By Aaron Pope 
Life & Style Fashion Columnist 
I find myself, an urban contemporary man of style, constantly 
feeling let down by the clothing that targets me. Often feel-
ings quite offended by some designer's idea of what I am sup-
pose to wear. Yes, I am a black male in my twenties existing 
in urban America. Yes I love hip-hop, 2G Cadillacs on Dubs, 
and basketball. But I don't breakdance. I do not want to be 
Jay-Z or Cash Money, and I do not want some designer's label 
as a billboard across my chest. I just want to look clean, well 
dressed, and most importantly well put together. 
Just when I thought there was no hope for the future of con-
temporary fashion, I was introduced to Modisch (pro-
nounced mo-dee-shh ). The word Modisch is German for 
Avant Garde clothing. and after viewing their fall/holiday 
2000 collection I could not think of a more befitting name. 
The quality of their clothing is one of the most technologi-
cally advanced. Using premium quality Japanese denim, 
linen, twill, novelty knits & wovens, and other exclusively 
milled natural and synthetic fibers, their quality of clothing 
is among the finest. 
This season's collection emphasizes on outerwear: jackets, 
coats, bombers, pullovers, and ponchos. Modisch's design 
team has one philosophy: work from the outside in. 
Modisch is doing things for men's and women's contempo-
rary clothing that is long overdue. The collection is more 
technical in design than many other labels I have seen this 
season. Adding practicality to the garments by having util-
ity pockets and extra insulation. The L-Tec (black leather 
pieces with s1noke gray woven insulate perfect for cuffing) 
ensembles are sure to be a key item among the trendy this 
season. The denim is supersaturated indigo, double-dipped, 
from cloth woven on antique Japanese shuttle looms. 
Modisch is making clothing that is conducive to life in urban 
America. The cut to the garments are flawless, made to 
accentuate the male and female physique rather than mask 
them with overly baggy clothing. The silhouettes are clean, 
casual, and fit with an almost tailored look. 
Dor1r1 Rooms: A Private Retreat 
Students Spice Up Dorm Living 
By Brandon A. Miller 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
biology major I don't get to express my 
creatitvity as much as I would like to." 
him better. "I see my room as an outward 
manifestation of who I am and what I 
like," said Collier. "It is a constant 
reminder of what makes me happy and 
everything just makes me feel at home." 
Modisch is a hot new company fresh in the game. Howev-
er the executives, of this soon to be industry giant, have been 
in the game for a while. The design team began almost a 
decade ago, pioneering what was to become the most pro-
lific era in contemporary sportswear. Designers T.J. Walk-
er and Derek Tucker, along with marketing executive David 
Stennett have used their knowledge to launch and/or sustain 
companies like Karl Kani, Cross Colours, Groove Compa-
ny, Twism, and many other others. 
After a grueling day of classes, Finie 
Hunter takes her daily hike back to her 
residence in the West Towers. No mat-
ter what rigors Finie has endured during 
her day, she can always take comfort in 
one thing: her room. 
Hunter is one of many students who go 
out of their way to make their room an 
extremly unique and pleasant environ-
ment. "I look forward to corning back to 
my room after class," said Hunter, a 
junior biology major. In her suite, her 
bedroom is coordinated with lime green 
and blue to a tee, her bathroom sports the 
colors peach and mint green and her 
kitchen is full of purple and green. All 
rooms are accessorized with various 
items such as her works of art, home-
made picture frames, inflatable chairs, 
pictures, birthday cards, beads, and flow-
ers. "I consider myself to be a pretty cre-
ative person," said Hunter. "Since I'm a 
Sophomore acting major Jason Hill says 
that his distinct room is a direct reflec-
tion of his personality. " I like to be dif-
ferent," said Hill. "I like to be seen. I 
want everybody to know who I am." 
With his heavy usage of black lights and 
neon accessories, it won't be long before 
everybody notices his room when they 
enter the West Towers. 
The most noticeable element of Hill's 
room is the collection of neon cups on the 
ceiling that express his sentiment about 
his room. "The neon cups spell 'It's 
Tight' because that's what my room is. I 
know that my room is tight," said Hill. In 
addition to the cups, there are two black-
lights, a neon mask from the movie 
"Scream", lava lamps, and pictorial trib-
utes to Lil' Kim, Tyra Banks, and Halle 
Berry. 
Collier's room includes posters cover-
ing virtually every inch of the room, 
including the ceiling, a digital scrolling 
marquee, his high school football jersey, 
a parking sign, and turntables. 
There are many prudent avenues one 
can pursue in trying to advance a dorm 
room past the minimal stage. "Go to the 
dollar store or an odds and ends store and 
pick up random items," said Hunter. "I 
used a lot of stuff from home to decorate 
too." Hill recommends stores such as 
Spencer's and Linens 'n Things to find 
unique items to decorate with. "You can 
find stuff anywhere. Whenever you see 
something you like, whether its on the 
street or in someone else's room, just take 
it," said Collier. "Also try to get free 
posters of your favorite artists from 
record stores," he added. 
The designer's hope this collection will help kill that arti-
fice in design and marketing known as urban. Modisch is 
practical, contemporary, technical fashion for men and 
women of the new millennium. You can view the Modisch 
fall/holiday collection at Howard University November 5, 
2000 7:00pm in Cramton Auditorium during S'allumer: Hip-
Hop Fashion Experience. Facades Productions, The Source, 
Howard University's Dimensions, Runwaynews.com, Honey 
Magazine, and many more will join in as apart of this show. 
OULJAH 
PEAKS 
By Jacquelyn N. Hicks 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
, 'It is possible for you to be academically advanced, 
but culturally retarded." These words echoed loud 
Thursday, September 21 in Blackburn's Ballroom. The 
words belonged to Sister Souljah, civil rights leader in the 
AfricanAmerican community. 
Souljah visited the campus as a member of the Tampax 
Total You tour. Her challenge was to speak out on self-
empowerment and renewal. Souljah was also set to sign 
copies of her novel, ''The Coldest Winter Ever," now in 
its second printing. It was obvious that her goal was to 
drastically change the way we as young African-Ameri-
can women, view ourselves versus the way the world 
views us. She began to speak words of great wisdom 
while implementing very real and understandable exam-
ples of what "we" (as black people) are up against. 
"As women, there are certain things that we need to 
take care of. Don't let a man interrupt your education. 
Do what you need to do because a man will always do 
what he wants to do," Sister Souljah said. As her words 
painfully sunk into my ears and the ears of her audience, 
there were gasps, people nodding their heads in agree-
ment, and young ladies closing their eyes perhaps to go 
back to their own personal experience of when they put 
a man in front of handling their responsibilities. I just 
silently agreed with her loud words. She spoke so sim-
ply of what I needed to know and commit to everyday 
practice or was it that I already knew it, but found it so 
hard to apply to my everyday routine. According to Soul-
jah, the bottom line of the problem that exists in all of our 
communities is the confusion between the definition of 
what we think a true woman is and the real definition of 
a true woman. Contrary to popular belief, a real woman 
respects herself and those around her. A real woman 
acknowledges the hardships she has endured. A real 
woman is not a female who can and will steal her girl's 
man, nor is she one that can easily find herself a sugar 
daddy. I couldn't help, but wonder if the woman speak-
ing in front of me was serious. Everything that my world 
has socialized me to become, was completely false. 
''There is strength in unity, and power in unity," 
said Souljah. She also said that we have been bred to 
be the perfect Americans, which means we are not to be 
unified. You are to be an individual, free from the prob-
lems and cares of those around you. I could relate to this 
in more ways than one. It has always been important to 
me to stand out and reject the support or association of 
others. But, Souljah made it clear that a system of sup-
port can benefit both myself and others around me. There 
is no doubt that night was for young black women. She 
taught me that women are responsible for the cycle of life. 
We have the power to determine the health of our babies 
stemming from the food we eat during our pregnancy, to 
whether or not we decide to breastfeed, giving the baby 
all the proper nutrients for brain formation and develop-
ment of immune system. As young women, we can not 
handle a responsibility like that if we do not know or love 
ourselves or respect the precious people we are. 
S ouljah told the story of how African tradition requires a man to present himself and his family to 
the elders of the female's family. That shows his sinceri-
ty. He has to converse and interact at an extensive level 
with all generations of her family. It is only then that he 
can begin courting her with the blessing of the family. 
Women today wonder why men do not honor them, when 
they do not honor themselves enough to fmd out his last 
name before they've slept with him. What is there to 
respect? As Souljah pointed out, we are all to blame for 
that. You and I are "we." That's part of the unification 
process. If this did not bring a memory or two to me, I 
don't know what could. I began to think, how many times 
For sophomore Loren Collier, the dec-
orations in his room in Cook Hall are an 
easy way for anyone who enters to know 
have I sold myself out? How many times have I com-
promised my dignity and self-respect for the sake of fun? 
"What has happened to tradition?" Sister Souljah ques-
tioned. Women can do physics, chemistry, construct a the-
sis, and debate relevant issues, but don't have their lives 
in order. 
Souljah's journey of enlightenment began when she 
asked her mother, "What's wrong with the people around 
here?" Even as a young girl, it was obvious to her that 
the people in her community lacked motivation and the 
necessary thirst for life. Her mother said that she could 
only do two things for her: teach her how to read and give 
her a free public library card. Her mother told her this, 
so she could find the answers that she desired. That jump 
started her quest for solutions to the problems that exist-
ed in society. 
One of our problems as a community, Souljah claims, is that people do not talk about past issues. They 
can be small issues to bigger ones. Mothers do not speak 
of mistakes they made growing up. They don't tell about 
the men they should have stayed away from or their expe-
riences smoking illegal substances. As a people, blacks 
don't talk about slavery. It is true, they complain about 
the oppression and discrimination, but refuse to talk 
about the real issues that could possibly bring us out of 
our present turmoil. 
She spoke so easily and confidently that it made me won-
ders where it was all coming from. Someone who is so 
willing to inspire and energize a nation must burn out at 
times. She is so often in situations where people want her 
to spill her wisdom and advice. Where does she go when 
she has a question and needs some guidance? Her answer 
was simple. "I go to two places, the creator and history." 
She went on to explain that some people never answer the 
calling placed on their lives, others just try not to hear it. 
Souljah feels that by going to history, you can explore 
the moves made by your ancestors. "I have fully embraced 
my instructions as a human being." What a feeling of sat-
isfaction, to be fully embracing your calling as a human 
being. As I question my major, my career goals, and my 
outlook on life in general, this woman is working within 
her destiny! 
Souljah enlightened us with her personal words of wis-
dom that she presented in a top ten list form. 
1. Evaluate yourself and your mother. Engage in 
constructive criticism. 
2. Don't waste your time. Develop a purpose and 
goal in everything you do. 
3. Read. Commit to reading things that will expand 
your options. 
4. Organize sisterhood. Forrri alliances with strong 
black women. 
5. Keep strong friends. Don't fall out on issues 
like money and men. 
6. Exploit your education now. "Make your 
mentality international." 
7. Create a business. Perfect your talents and 
skills. 
8. Remember your politics. Stay abreast of new 
information. 
9. Choose the right man. A good man is a man who 
acknowledges his spiritual creator. If he has no spiritu-
ality he will never bow down to the rules and regulations 
laid before him. If he can not humble himself to God or 
if he thinks that he is God, he hasn't the ability to hum-
ble himself to you and take care of you in the way you 
deserve. 
10. Maintain spirituality. Practice morality and decen-
cy. Sacrifice your vanity for your spirituality. 
That night left me impacted for life. Her logic, wis-dom, and real life examples allowed me to clearly 
apply them to my life. I learned that I am a woman who 
deserves respect, but I must respect myself flfSt. I learned 
that love from a man does not mean much if nothing else 
comes with it. I came acrosss the startling revelation that 
I need help. I can't do it all on my own regardless of what 
society has taught me. Last but not least I discovered that 
it is of utmost importance that I fmd the calling placed 
on my life or else my purpose will be left unfulfilled. I 
am excited to learn that I can continue my semester with 
new inspiration and new goals to seek. 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
'Changing Faces' 
A Review 
Brandon M. Bickerstaff 
SportsWeek Editor 
Grade: B 
When Changing Faces hil 1he R&B scene in 1994 with i1s gold self-titled debul. heads were turned. Driven by 1he pla1-
inum single "Stroke You Up." people could 1ell 1hm Cassandra Luca~ and Charisse Rose were destined for siardom. "All Day. All 
Nigh1:· the duo·s sophomore release. didn'1 exactly live up 10 the srandards set by its predecessor. despite yielding the # I hit sin-
gle "G.H.E.T.T.O.U.T." Now. Changing Faces returns wi1h 1he sensual "Visil Me:· proving thal 1he 1hird lime is a charm. 
"Visi1 Mc'· feaiures produclion by some of 1he top names in the game. including Bryce Wilson, Malik Pendle1on. and R. 
Kelly. By enlisling the 1alents of such producers. 1he album provides a varie1y ofnavon.. all of which should be enjoyable 10 fans. 
The album was1cs no time gelling down to business. opening wilh 1he simmering. seductive lille cut. Rose and Lucas· vocals 
blend beautifully over 1he smooth track. 
·1na1 Ain't Me·· is about a woman who is trying to convince a lover that despite whal his former love did to him. she would never 
hurt him in 1he same way. One can almos11ouch lhe rich vocal harmonies 1ha11he duo provides on 1his cut. making ii arguably one 
of the besl songs on 1he album. 
Rapper Queen Pen lends her raw lyrics to "Baby. You Don't Have Me:· an up-lempo song proclaiming independence and 
self-sufficiency. The song is one of a few dance cuts on an olherwise ballad-heavy album. 
In "Thal O1her Woman:· Rose and Lucas cover a subjecl all 100 familiar 10 them. Bearing much resemblance 10 "Fnolin' 
Around." the second single from 1heir debu1. 1hc mid-tempo 1r-Jck written and produced by Joe discusses 1he pain of loving a man 
wi1h prior commiunems. 
··11's jus1 abou1 being 1he 01her woman:· says Rose. ··we·re being sympa1he1ic 10 the 01her woman. where shes saying. 
·She needs you more 1han I do.' ·1 can·1 do this 10 myself: I can·1 let ii happen.' and ·we·re together. bu1 nol on 1he holidays: we·rc 
1he 01her woman. and we·re s1epping ou1 of 1he picmre." 
If fans were looking for 1he same suhry force 1ha1 drove "Stroke You Up" and "Fool in' Around.'' lhey have definilely found 
ii wilh "Visi1 Me." However. some of the lyrical ma1erial lends lo become repe1i1ive. and neilher Rose nor Lucas posse,s over-
whelmingly powerful voices 1hat jump oul and demand your a11en1ion. However. despi1e lhese shortcomings. fans should defi-
nilely pay 1his album a visit 
'BackStage' 
Christopher Hundley 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: B 
Despile 1he tendency of the audience to chant along loudly with the lyrics, "Backslage" 
was unexpec1edly enjoyable. The heretofore unseen foolage of laM year's critically 
acc laimed and wildly popular Roe-a-Fella Records' "Hard Knock Life Tour," selec1ive-
ly edited 10 cap1ure the lightheartedness of the concerts (there were no incidences of vio-
lence and no arrests. I believe). was nothing but fun. 
The movie featured the anlics of crazy groupies, the business savvy of Roe-a-Fella CEO 
Damon Dash, the weed wisdom of Beanie Siegel. Method Man, and Redman. the mud-
dled marijuana mutterings of Ja Rule and Damon Dash, and clips of performances by Ja 
Rule. Busta Rhymes. Amil. Memphis Bicek, Jay-Z. and DMX. 
The worse aspect of 1he movie is that there are too many in-depth references 10 Mem-
phis Bleek's past. The editor rarely shows clips of1he man having fun. whereas. he treads 
Exorcist Tetnpts Fans 
With Re-Release 
70s movie shows that true horror has no age 
Mark Harris, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff writer 
Grade: B 
In 1970. America was rocked by what wa5, at the time, one of the most frightening movies 
ever made. Children across the country were afraid that their beds were shaking and refused 
10 sleep alone. Mothers were scared by the slight-=-~• behavioral change their children exhib-
ited. Even wori:e, any psychiatrist who prescribed Ritalin for ,1 child was suspect. Yes. 'The 
Exorcist" made a big splash on 1he fault-line between the old guard and modern pop culture. 
The movie was far more extreme and gr.iphic than anything thal had ever been seen on the 
American screen. and it wa~ a runaway hit, grossing more than $100 million. It also set the 
stage for the slasher movies of the '70s and '80s. which would begin to inure us to film extrem-
ism. 
Flash forward 10 the year 2000, when The Cell treals us to entrails being wound oul of a per-
Top Ten Signs You're In Love 
At lloward University 
Bv MA"n-111-:w GmNS 
10) Nine times out of IO you know who it is when your cell phone rings. 
9) Every evening at 6:30 you drop everything so you can meet your date in 
the cafeteria. 
8) Even though it is a local call, you call your mate long distance to prove 
your love. 
7) You send emai ls to your special friend even though they are sitting at the 
lightly on the past of 1he 01her emcees and ins1ead highlights their camaraderie: playing 
prac1ical jokes, boxing, drinking. and smoking ... and smoking and smoking and smok-
ing. Except for Bleek. the editor shows 1ha1 these men can have fun de,pile the hard-
ships they have endured. Also, there arc se,eral clip, oflong and extraneous drug-induced 
rambles thal are 1ruly incomprehen,ible. Really, how long can you be en1er1ained by lhe 
perennially drunk friend at a party? 
This documentary feels like a film. despite the interview, and 1he slightly intrusive cam-
era crew. And. the ahnos1 cartoonish antics of the emcee, make up for the films short-
comings: the ho1Tified faces of hotel clerks and concierge, as 1he crew lraip,es into the 
lobby and s1ar1s raising Cain. the marijuana paranoia and con1ingency plans of Method 
Man. lhe animated depiclion of Beanie Siegel and a friend playing a trick on a groupie, 
the scared white man serving as Ja Rule's chauffeur ... lei', just sa) the movie is funny. 
It's not a defense of hip-hop. ,111 examina1ion of urban cullure. or a tale of record com-
pany bureaucracy.just a group of fellows enjoying themselve, without the all-too-preva-
lent. and almost expecled. violence. 
The movie showcases the heights of fanaticism. freestyle sessions- a couple of which 
are worth half the admission price- performances. foolishnes, ... lhere really are worse 
ways to waste your weekend. This movie is defini1ely worih ei1her a ma1inee price or 1he 
Union Station sllldent discount. 
son's inside,. Sc:u·y Movie i,easily 1he munchie.t comedy C\\!r m,1de (and becomes 1he high-
e-i-grossing one e,·er). an<l. e,en mot"l!ominou,I). Richard ·Toe Survi,-or .. H.ilch walks amun<l 
butt-naked on broadcast television. We are exposed to more blood. gut,. and profanity than 
anyone could possibly imagine when 1his movie was liN produced. Bolh Eminem and a fan 
kill their wives on his record-breaking album. All The Exorcist has to offer rn, is a very dis-
turbed Iinle girl with a propensity for ac1ing oul .sexually and spitting on people. Although 
the movie is a cla,sic. could ii possibly be a, disturbing as it wa, 1hir1y )ears ago? 
Yes. "1ne Exorcisi"· easily ou1doe, most modern film, for sheer honw :ind ,uspen,e, main-
ly because ii balances the gmphic displays with menial 1orment and 11hat the fil mmaker hopes 
is mom! outrage. I don·11hink most of u, handle the types of1hing, depicted in the film well. 
so !here was a lot of laughing. but it w,L, often uncomforlable laughing. GrJilted. 1he effect;, 
in the movie are not as impresi.ivc a, 1hcy should be. bul 1hc shock of seeing Linda Blair, bed 
shaking. or wa1ching the tr.msition ,he undergoes a, the demons o,c11ake her bo<ly. i, there 
a., ii alway, was. 
That being said. thi~ i, 1101 the version of the movie we\c been 11~11ching for the past lhree 
decades. The soundlrack is enhanced. and there are a few enhanced effecls. Best of all . there 
is a new s~-ene th al jusl wouldn·1 have tlown in 1970 that blows your mind because. well. you·ve 
never seen that in the movie before. The new 10uches only serve 10 enhance the foe! of the 
movie. laking it to a level even higher than one would expecl for seeing the mO\ ie on film for 
the first ti me. 
''The Exorcist" is in limi1ed release. as this big-screen revi\'al i, only priming us fonhe release 
of a DVD in a few months. Bu11his i~ a rare opponuni1y 10 experience one or the truest hor-
ror movies C\'er made in Hollywood the way ii wm, ,uppo;..'() 10 be experienced: on the big 
screen. 
computer right next to you. 
6) Even worse, the two of you s hare an emai l account. 
5) You still play the "No, You Hang Up First" game. 
4) There is a bench on the Yard that you call "Our Spot". 
3) The two of you go to DC Live with your respective crews and even 
though there are like 20 floors and I million other beautiful people, you stay 
in each other's face all night. 
2) Homework has taken second priority to watching TV together while on 
the phone. 
1) Instead of each of you wearing half of a broken locket, the two of you cut 
o ne validation sticker in half and each puts their half on the back of their I.D. 
card. 
Tm, H1u:roP 
\ 
Entertainment 
Briefs ' 
Compiled by Brandon A. Milll\'r 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg 
has two albums slated for release 
in the near future. On Hal-
loween, Death Row, Snoop's for-
mer label, is releasing an album 
of unreleased tracks called 
"Dead Man Walking". Snoop's 
"Last Meal" will be released on 
Dec. 5 by his current label, No 
Limit Records. 
Eightball & MJG have report· 
cdly left Suave House Recqrds 
after eight years for JCOR Enter-
tainment. Their new album. 
"Space Age 4 Eva". will be 
released Nov. 21. Producers, 
such as DJ Quik and Swizz 
Beatz. will contribute to the pro-
ject. 
Mr. Seven Times Platinum, 
Eminem, is set to film the video 
for his single ·'Stan .. which is on 
his album, ·Toe Marshall Math-
ers LP". The song is a fictitious 
tale of a fan who takes his feel-
ings for Eminem too far. Dr. Dre 
and Phillip Atwell will direct the 
video in Los Angeles. 
T-Boz of R&B ~uper group, 
TLC, will no longer tour with the 
group because of health rea~ons. 
T-Boz has recently l-cen hospi-
talized several times because of 
complications with ~ickle cell 
anemia. 
The Nkiru Center for Educa-
tion and Culture in Brooklyn, 
NY. which began as an inde-
pendent black bookstore in 1976 
and wa~ later bought by mppers 
Mos Defm1d'fa/ib Kweli. will be 
open 24 hours a day for the next 
two weeks to accept donations. 
The center must raise$ I 0,000 or 
it will be tbrced to close its doors 
forever. LaM year Nkiru was 
restructured by community 
members into a nonprofit edu-
cmional and cu ltuml center. 
FINAL THOUGHT 
WHO WAS THE 
BROTHER THAT 
WORE THE DO-
RAG TO THE 
CAREER FAIR? 
(AND DID IT HELP 
YOU GET A JOB?) 
Email Forward of the 
Week 
she was en1i1led to. bu1 only while girls could afford. She died from being 
responsible. because she was 1he las1 rung on the ladder :md 1here was no one 
under her she could dump on. The s1rong black woman is de:id. 
1umors. She died from always lif1ing something from heavy boxes 10 refrig-
ern1ors. The s1rong black woman is dead. 
The Stro11g Black m,ma11 is Dead ... 
On August I 5, 1999, al 11 :55 p.m .. while slruggling with 1he reali1y of being 
a human instead of a myth. the strong black woman passed away. Medical 
sources say she died of naiural causes. but those who knew her know she died 
from being silenl when she should have been screaming, milling when she 
should have been raging, from being sick and 1101 wanting anyone 10 know 
because her pain might inconvenience lhem. 
She died from an overdose of other people clinging to her when she didn'1 
even have energy for herself. She died from loving men who didn't love lhem-
selves and could only offer her a crippled reflection. She died from raising 
chi ldren alone and 1101 being able 10 do a complete job. 
She died from the lies her grandmother told her mother and her mo1her told 
her abou1 li fe. men. and racism. She died from being sexually abused as a 
child and having 10 lake 1ha11ru1h everywhere she wen1 every day of her life, 
exchanging 1he humi lia1ion for guill and back again. She died from being bat-
lered by someone who claimed 10 love her ,md she allowed 1he battering to 
go on 10 show she loved him 100. 
She died from asphyxia1ion. coughing up blood from secreis she kepi try-
ing to burn away instead of allowing herself 1he kind of nervous breakdown 
- - -
She died from lhe muhiple birlhs of children she never really wanted bul 
was forced 10 have by 1he slrnngling mornli1y of 1hose around her. She 
died from being a mother a1 15 and a grandmo1her at 30 und an ances1or 
at 45 . 
She died from being drugged down and sal upon by un-evolved women pos• 
ing as sis1ers. She died from pretending 1he life she was living was a Kod:,k 
momen1 instead of a 201h cen1ury. pos1-slavery nigh1mare ! 
She died from 1olera1ing Mr. Pi1iful. jus1 10 have a man around 1he house. 
She died from lack of orgasms because she never learned wha1 made her 
body happy and no one wok 1hc lime 10 reach her and some1imes. when she 
found arms 1ha1 were lender. she died because 1hey belonged 10 1he same 
gender. 
She died from sacrificing herself for everybody and everything when whal 
she really wanle<l to do was be a singer, a dancer, or some magn1 licenl olhcr. 
She died from lies of omission because she didn'1 wanl lO bring 1hc black man 
down. She died from race memoriesofbeingsna1ched and raped. and snmched 
and sold, and snalched and bred. and snatched and whipped. and snaiched and 
worked to death. 
She died from tributes from her counlerparts who should have been ma1ch-
ing her efforts inslead of showering her with dead words and emp1y songs. 
She died from mylhs that would nol allow her to show weakness wi1hou1 being 
chastised by the lazy and hazy. She died from hiding her real feelings u111il 
they became hard and bitter enough to invade her womb and breasts like angry 
She died from the puni,hmen1s received from being hones! abou1 life. rncism. 
and men. She died from being called a bitch for being verbal, a dyke for being 
assenive. and a whore for picking her own lovers. She died fron1 never being 
enough ol wha1 men wa111ed or being 100 much for the men she wan1ed. She 
died from being 100 black and died again for 001 being black enough. She 
died fmm cas1m1ion every lime somebody 1hough1 of her as only a woman 
or 1rea1cd her like less 1han a man. 1 
She died from being misinformed about her mind. her body. and the cx1en1 
of her royal cap:1bi li1ies. She died from knees pressed 100 close 10ge1her 
because respec1 wn,, never pan of the foreplay 1ha1 was being shoved at her. 
She died from lonelines.< in birlhing rooms and aloneness in abor1ion cen-
1ers. She died of shock in courlrooms where she ,a1. alone. wa1ching her chil-
dren being legally lynched. 
She died in bmhrooms wilh her veins busting open widi ,elf-haired :md 
neglec1. She died in her mind, fighting life. racism. and men while her body 
was caned away and slashed in a human warehouse for the spiritually ,nu1i-
la1ed. Ami some1imcs when she refused 10 die. when she jus1 refused 10 give 
in. she was killed by 1he le1hal images of blonde hair. blue eyes and fln1 buns. 
rejec1ed by 1he O.J."s. 1he Quincy·s. and the Poiliers. 
Some1i111es. ,he was s1omped 10 de:ith by racism and sexism. execu1cd l>y 
hi-1ech ignornncc while she carried 1he family in her belly. 1he communi1y on 
her head. and 1he rnce on her back! The slrong silent. 1alking black woman 
is dead! 
Or is she still alive and kicking? I know I am slill here. 
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MIDNIGHT MADNESS IS AN EVENING OF E X C il~EMENT 
PRES EN rING THE 
WOMEN"S AND MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAMS T O YOU AT THEIR 
FIRST PRACTICE. 
WEAR YOUR HU GEAR!! DO NOT MISS THIS ONE!! 
STEP SHOW, MUSIC, PRIZES, CONTESTS, 
GIVE-AWAYS, SURPRISE GUESTS!!!!!!!! 
ONE FREE TICKET WILL BE ISSUED TO 
, HOWARD STUDENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY 
WITH CAPSTONECARDS 
in the Blackburn University Center, Ground Floor 
THURS., Oct 12 from llam-7pm 
FRIDAY, Oct 13 from llam-7p1n. 
Division of Student Affairs October, 2000 
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BISON ROUNDUP 
A LOOK AT TltE TOP sPOm HEWS & EVENTS AT HOIVARD AND TltE WOAI.D 
MEAC FOOTBALL SCORES 
SATURDAY'S GAMES 
~~~e<lult fllO!tJi<.Of O<lo ... , ]ti\_ __ 
t>,law,ruildluU!e<'~J)Q.ft.<J_-,-
Oir)da A&,,, YI G@ml;j)g SlalO.i.• llQ J'f,4 ..l:STt. "Cir<&Q<x.Clt>.~ 
MqganSt,tU\_N.t,.MISl;lleUUQf!,\i_ --,,-..,--
s C...SJate 31 Nrrt:l, Sf,lte 112 Nggn MEAC·JVJ 
~It•---- ---- - ---
MEAC STANDINGS-WEEK #5 
Conference Points OveraH Points 
Team - , W l T For Opp Pct W LT For Opp Pct 
FloridaA&M. 4 0 0 212 551.000 5 0 0 243 611 000 
BCC... . 2 0 0 66 121 000 5 0 0 131 421.000 
Hampton Univ 2 0 0 80. 52 1 000 4 1 0 179 123 800 
N.C A&T ......... 1 0 0 1& 0 1.000 3 1 0 72 34 .750 
Howard Univ ..... 1 2 0 59 92 .333 1 4 0 96 164 200 
Delaware Stale ... 0 2 0 49 103 .000 2 3 0 142 183 400 
S.C. Stale.... .0 1 0 9 64 .000 1 3 0 95 174 250 
Norfolk '3tate.. .0 2 0 6 40 .000 1 3 0 37 106 .250 
Morgan Sta1e ...... 0 3 O 54 133 .000 O 4 O 61 164 000 
2000 MEAC VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS 
(as of Oct 3'd) 
North Division 
School MEAC Overall 
Haliip!Oii . 3'0 8-7 
MorgaM State 2-0 8-13 
H6ward 1-2 4-12 
Coppin State 1-1 2-9 
UMES 1-3 1-8 
Delaware State 0-2 1-7 
South D,v1sion 
School MEAC Overall 
f loridaA&M 1-0 4-6 
S.C Stale 0-0 6-4 
N.C. A&T State 0-0 3.9 
BCC 0-1 2-14 
'Norfolk State 0-0 0-4 
'NSU has not played s,nce Sept 3'd. (Five players on roster) 
Games This Week 
Oct. 3rd 
Coppin State at Morgan State 
Wilham & Mary at Hampton 
Delaware State at Howard 
Virg,nia Commonwealth at Norfolk State 
The Citadel at SC. State 
Oct 5th 
NC A&T at Bethune-Cookman 
HIGH-SMAN HOPES 
Virginia Tech quarterback, Michael 
Vtd<, rushed for a career-high 210 yards 
and 3 touchdowns in a 48-34 victory over 
Boston College last Saturday. The per-
formance earned the sophomore the tide 
of Offensive Player of the Week in the Big 
East Conference. Vick, the leading 
Heisman Trophy candidate, broke the Big 
East record for rushing yards by a quar-
terback of 147 yards, set by Syracuse's 
Kevin Mason in 1994. 
MORE U.S. DRUG CHARGES ALLEGED 
AP 
USA Track & Field oontinues to suppress details on at least 10 pos-
itive drug tests, including three for the same steroid allegedy used 
by C. J. Hunter, the spoll's lop anti-doping official said Sunday. tvne 
Ljungqvisl, medical coovnission chief of the International Amateur 
Athleoc Federaoon. said last week that USATF had failed to report 
up to 15 positive cases in the past two years. The athletes. who 
were not idefltified, were found guilty of using the banned stim1.1-
lanls ephedrine and pseudoephe<me. 
JOHNSON GOES DOWN 
Pro Bowl right guard Tre' Johnson is 
the latest Washington Redskin sidelined 
with a possible season-ending injury. 
Johnson will likely miss the rest of the 
season after suffering tom left knee liga-
ments in Sunday's overtime win over 
Tampa Bay. 
BlSONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY BRANDON M, BICKERSTAFF 
FREE THROW 
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HOWARD'S TED "SWEET 
FLIGHT" WHITE (1995-1998) 
LEADS THE MEAC IN CAREER 
PASSING YARDS WITH 9,645. 
liHE NEWAU:THORl:rY ON HOWARD SPORTS 
• • 
Meet Ooh La La Dancer of the Week, Tishuana Hodge. 
See Page BS 
ON POINT: 
For team profiles, updates, news and schedules In Black 
Collegiate Football, check out www.blackcollegefootball.com. 
THE HILLTOP 
RATTLERS HUMBLE BISON 
FAiU U uses I 7 point second qu(lrfer to 
bury How(lrd 43-0 . 
By Tl'RO\t; Mc-C, \t>tt:~ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
TALLAHASSEE- Without injured wide recei"m Ke\'in 
Simmonds (knee) and lCl'OntC Philpot i,plu linger). Head 
Coad, Ste\'e Wil>on knew his ,quad had to be phy,ical with 
the highly mnked Rattlers of Florida A&M during their 
~IEAC clash in Tallaha"l'<!. But in turn. it \\as Huward that 
got beat up on with a scon: (11 4,-0 on September ,O. In 
winning their fifth ,1r.,ight conference game and I~ of their 
la,t 13. the Rattlers rolled up 424 yard, of total otknsc. The 
lo,, dropp<'tl the Bison 10 1-1 O\etall and 1-2 in the MEAC. 
"'hile FAMU impro,e, to 5-0 overall. ~-0 in the MEAC. 
Howard ha, lo,t the la,1 ,even game, to the Rattler... 
FAMU (now ranked II 3 in Divi,ion I-AA polls). a team 
many 1hough1 10 be all offense. ,urpmed the B,son with 
their defen,i,e pla). The Rattler-- came out and hll the Bison 
right in the mouth during the opening pla) on defense. 
when Jermaine Hutchin,on wa, dropped by linebacker 
Ebbie Par--on tor" I\\O ),lrd lo\\, The l,ickk would \Cl the 
tone for the entire night. '" FAMU had all the an",er-- for a 
,truggling Bi!\on often-.e. 
The Bi,on als<, came out liretl up in the first quarter on 
defen,e. allo\\ mg onl) one touchdown 111 the fi rst penotl. 
FAMU quarterback Quinn Gn1y rushed for a 9-yard 1ouch-
do1Nn to complete a ,i, play. 65-)ard drive. 
The Bi\Oll cuntinuec.l to p1a) wugh throughout thr lil'\1 
quarter. until Hu1chin,rn1 w-a, dropped for a «1fety b) 
Patnck Burrow, wuh d,-en second, ltft in the quarter and 
Ho"ard on their "" n t"'o yard line. making the ,core 9-0. 
Then. the lloodga1es opened. 
FAMU\ Jacquay Nunnally t«>k the free kick fnnn J,1son 
Walker and raced 5K )ant, tu the B1-.on 12-ianl line. 
Nunnally \\OUld ,ee the ball again un the ne.i possession. 
,nagging Gm)\: pa,, in rhr 1~n<l iont• ro giH.• rhc R:111kl"\ ..1 
16-0 kad 
A h,"1 of penaltie, forcetl Howard to punt again. F,\Ml' 
l"ac Bmwn returned the jl\lnt tu the 81,un 39-prd hne. 
The Ranier.. ,truck a da,ed 81,on team ,111ce again.'" OJ . 
~l.trchbank, rumbled 39 ,.1rd, for another toochdo\\n tn 
) 
Photo b) Mark Coleman 
Bobb) To\\ nsend and the Bison found themsehe, on the 
business end of a 43-0 route I~ f'\\W. 
make the ,con, B-0. Later. Juan \,1,que, would add a 24• 
):trd lield goal 10 make the hall lime ,cnr., 26-0. 
The Ranier.. kept pouring on the point, in the "'cond half 
D:trndl Vicker-- picked on a Rn) ,\nd(rsnn pa" at the 
FAMU +1·),lld line and morned 11111 the Rattler 48. It 1<"1k 
Quinn Gm) two 11"'"'' to make H,mard pa} Mier hmm~ 
Charle, Allen for a ~7-),tr<J g.1in 10 the Btson ~5-):lld line. 
Gr,1) foond NunnaU) h\.o pfJ), lar~r tor .1 h~1d.. l'>rl'~1krng 
1nudl<lo\\n ""h 8:.\7 leh in the third ,,u.irtcr. m,1km~ 1he 
scnn: 33-ll. R,111kr--
Hnward \\OUld come back 1<1 thre:itcn the ,hutnut. 
l'lease Ste BISON 011 115 
Player Profile: Ngata Nganga 
.. 
' 
Photo by Mark Coleman 
Ngata Nganga helps lead the llison cross country and 
track teams to , ictory ,neet :ifter meet. 
B) Jom RHII 
Hilltop S1,1ff Writer 
Ni:.11,1 N~an,t:,t .1 mt."mh(r ot 1hc mt:n\, l'm" ,nunlr) k\Jlll. 
1, reaching for the ,k> th" foll. Nganga .• 1 iuninr l,u,,ne" 
managcmc:n1 major from Ruiru. Kt:n) ,,. currcnll) hnlJ, a 
GPA of .lJ lie i, 111 hi, third ,ea,un "1th 111<: cross-coun-
try team t,;sang:1 beg.an h1, running l'amcr at the agl' nf 1cn. 
\\hen he took up 1ra~l ;ind field. 8) hi, JU11111r )e,11 of lugh 
,c:huul he began running, cm"•'-'oulllr). ;'\long wuh running 
cruss countr}, Ngang.1 also participate, ,n indoor and out• 
door 1rad, during 1hc w1111cr and -.pran!! ,ea,on, Ht nin, 
the 1.5()(). HXXl. ,md 5.IXX) meter e,ent,. Ngang;i "" true 
J1'.'itancc" runnc:r He al,o a111'1Ja, lunhdf lo ~ a fair 
,printer. 
N~,m~,1\ fo1her. Ng,tn~•1 Ng,11~1. intruJUl.:ed him to run• 
mng. H1, f:.11hcr i, ;m lntern:.11iom1I r\mateur t\thlc1ic 
Fedemtion and Collegiate trJck coach at Jomo ,Ken)alla 
Unnc:Nt)·. Niang,a \.:1)':0. th,11 h1, l;Uhtr ha, m-.pireJ him 
greatly. He also admire, ~loroc-can runner. Hichiam El 
Gourege. whom he C'lin,itlers to ti.: the be,1 middk ,h,1ance 
runner in hi,tnry 
Thi:-. ,e;:N1n h~1i,. gontn oil 1n ,1 g,xkl ,1art thm for for 
Ngang,1. who i, alread) m.1linl! br;e impn1'cmenh on h1, 
time, from l.1,1 )Car. 
--~I) be,1 tune at the end of the ,ea,on last f,ill \\as m) 
tune at the beginmng of the sca,on thi, fall."'")' Nganga. 
·1ne fil"tt meet wa, not ,o good for inc. but the la,t l\\O \\Crt 
a lot bener." 
P/easesee PROF/I,£, 86 
2MINUTE 
DRILL 
By RIIFTT BtTI fK 
Sport, 111-ek Columnl\t 
http:1/hilltop.howard.edu 
The Great 
Gender Divide 
It \\a, a bcauuful Satunlay Puffy cloud, dre" back like majestic cur-
tain, re,ealing a ,h) ,un Abm~ ,at He. manehng at the \\OnJer, of Hi, 
O\\n hand,. Below scurried the fru11 of hi, inu,al cre;ition Thou,and, 
upon thou,and, of people. \\ho had come from 11ear and far. deset"nded 
upon the b:tnlc ground on a Saturday afternoon. The glad1ato1'. adole,-
cent and young adult males from nval uni-eNt1e,. had come suited up 
to play the game m "h,ch they could fully pu,h out then chest, in ·cele-
bra1,on of 1heir manhood. 
Howe,er. one team came up ,hurt a, 11 doe, consistently on the How·ard 
Uni\er:-.uy campus. Thi, late,1 ,hort•coming rt\eals a lar~er and more 
cnntro\'Cr\lal truth. Thi, truth. if utteretl. could damage the ,er)' founda• 
tiun of the hierarchy of collegiate ,ports at Howard Unl\ersity. Should I 
say 11·> Damn. the ,u,pen,e i, killing me. Okay. i1 i, the opinion of this 
egotist that Howard media ,hnuld focu, on \\omen', collegiate sports and 
kl 1he men\ program, tale a back \Ctlt. There .ire variou, rca-.on, for thii,. 
conclu,ion. I will do m) bc,t 10 educ.le tho"' of )OU "ho are ignorant 
of th" fact 
Gina D:tddario. a writer "ith femini,1 1n1cn,,1,. ,1a1e,. ·1ne media 
pla), a prominent rnle in reinforcing ·natural' SC\ d11ferences by repre-
senung ., ma,culine ,pon, hegemon) .. Ba,ica:ly. D.tdd.uio is implying 
that the media rcinlurce, the pm 1kge, and empowerment of men o,er 
women ,n ,port,. Th" ,, 1rue. Media outlets. ,uch as The Hllltop :md 
count1e" marl.eting campaigm. are u,ed hca\ ily m relation to tht: i,.porL, 
men pla) al th" 1n,111u1ion uf higher learning. But the men hardly e\'er 
"1n 311) thing. )ear after }ear the \\omen's basketball team either goe, the 
d1,1ance. or an: ,1ble l(l hold up the,r head, knO\\ing the) ha,e won more 
!!ame"' 1han lhe) h:J\e lo-.f h ha, been O\'tr a do!! year ,incc our men\ 
h,1,ketball 1<am could hoa,1 1hr ,ame .ichie,emenr 
ll'eeken<l after weeke0<I we file 11110 the ,1adium tu \\Jtch yc1 another 
di,appomt111g football '"" Hl\\\C\Cl. hllle do "e \..0<,v. that a, \\C 1-o<ar 
1hi, J1~ppomtmcnt. 1hr \\-Ont~n·, ,lx."Ctr team i, rrucifyin~ 11\ uppun(nl 
for ,, 1remendou, \ i..:1ory The~ Jn't1mph,hment, c.mnnt t!O unnoriccd 
•m}· fon~c:r. 11 ,, an atrotll) to Jc\ote cnuntle\, hour, of J)Jtron..ige 1u a 
bunch of underachie,er--. Now here i, \\hell the lo)alist INill Cllnl<! up tu 
me on the Yard ,ind ,a). " 'l\ru can't blame them. The fac1h11e,. that the) 
h,11e to pr.1c11ce in an,n't up-to-date .. Ye:1h. )eah. y1>u ma) ho,e a point 
lh<rl'. hut \\JII. If th1, i, ,o. then wh}' art our Hu\\aN womtn\ ltiJm, 
e"dlin~ u,m, the ,ame mediocre equipment that the men u,e 'Stumped 
)OU dtdn'l I ' 
The boHum lull i, that our \\t1men ,ire conlinual fo-unt.1i11' of m,l,trn• 
t111n in e\Cr) thm~ th;1t the) do One uni) ha, to look at the number of 
\\omen ,er--u, the number of men enrolled at th1, unl\eNI)' to realize 
that the 111<:n ,ire doing them,..,l\e, a great dl\..el\ ,ce 1 mean. when you 
ha,e 2.IKXI lre,hmen and 1.200 of them arc \\11nien, there 1, a problem 
Nol tot!<> olf un J tangent. hul \\Omen lllllc: ilnd aiain ,how 1heir \\Orth 
and meru tu th,s ,octet}, TI1ere " a commercial by Nike depicung little 
girls org,mlling ,port, te:1111, like football. ba-.chall and hock9 for them• 
,eh e,. Tiie..e commercial, ,peak to th,s lal')!er truth that women are a., 
g.-id. if not bener m the ,porh th.II thl')' choo-.c ll> plu); than tl1<:1r male 
counterpart, 
I hken Howard Unl\er-ity to a te,t tube demographic of the \\orld. In 
thi, ,n1rld our \\omen are foring decidedly belier than the men and I. For 
nne. nulit."e thi,. ftlC nc~t time the \m111en\ ~)l.~c'r or ba,letball team, 
ha, an a\\ ,y game. I want to ,ee C\ er) bod) that rushed toward, the ne,11-
cst Grt)hound for a l\1und trip to E;,st Putherfonl. New lel'l-ey It\ :,bout 
uni<! we g1\'e credit "here it "due. Oh. and to :111 m) lella, out there who 
might be haling. I didn't wnte th,, tu get a better dating life. Easy, 
Quote, 1,1ken from "Women's Sport ,ind Spectacle: gendered tele, 1Sion 
cmerage and the Olympic g.,me," by Gina Daddario. 
WANT TO WRITE FOR 
SPORTS WEEK? 
CALL BRANDON @ 
806.6866 
Tydigga's MEAC Football Picks of the Week 
By TYRO\ E McC\ \Dlf.S 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Welcome b.,ck sports fans! We had an interesting week of football . Hampton made the moves in a big 
victory. The touchdown machine known as 
Florida A&M rolled and Be1hune-Ccx1kman 
stayed unbc-.uen. The man (me) went 4-l last 
week (you can ched the records if you don't 
belie,e 111<!). so I'm ready 10 go a perfect (yes. I 
said it) perfect 4-0 this week. Here are this 
week's picks. and do keep in mind that neither 
the SportsWeck Familia nor Tydigga condone 
gambling of any kind. YOU KNOW• 
S.C. ST\1t-: (1-3,0-1) \S NOKFOlK SHTE (I · 
3,0-2)- What an awful game to try to predict. 
Be very happy this isn't the MEAC Game of the 
Week. The Bulldogs ha,e lost their bite and the 
Spartans of Norfolk State only ha\'e nice facil-
ities 10 justify them being in the conference. I 
wonder if this is the FishBowl Classic'? It 
shouldn't matter. Bulldogs in a dass,c mistake 
prone game. 
S.C.S.U. 13- NSU 10 
MORGA~ STAl'f. (0-4,0-3) r1 #22.NOKTII 
CAROL.IN\ A&T (3·1,1-0)-The Aggies :1re ,till 
rolling and the Bears are struggling to find 
their way to respectability. Morgan ha, the 
weapons 10 make this one interesting. but I 
heard that the "Blue Death" defen,e of A&T 
siopped the sun from scning Saturday night in 
Greensboro. Look for the Aggie, 10 roll 10 
another win here. 
N.C. A&T 26-Morgan State 8 
Ort \\\\RF SnTE (2-3.0-2) ,,. Brniv,E-
CooK,1" (5-0.2-0) · The Wildcat, of BCC 
(the only "college" in the MEAC) are off 10 
their best ,tart in )ear. led by the sen,ational 
Pa'Tn:11 Troutman. The Hornet\ once again 
squandered a chance to make some noise with 
a big win. gelling cru,hed ;it home by 
Hampton. Bethu11e-Cookm:m w-Jnts to make 
the playoff, and a win ,hould put them in line 
to challenge for a ,pot. An)thing i, po"ible. 
but BCC will win this 011e and win 11 big. 
BCC 39-Del.State 18 
GK \\IBl.l~G Snn (4-1) '> #.\.FI.ORII)\ A&M 
(5-0,4-0) - Hey. old Doug William, got the G-
Men of Grambling rolling this year. They 
should be a premier squad in the Sou1hweS1ern 
A1hle1ic Conference (SWAC). But William,. 
who is a Morehouse man (\top laughing). may 
ha"e gotten hi, ,quad m o\'er its head. The 
SWAC i, known for its ,peed. but the "Gulf 
Coa,t" Offon"' of FAMU i, ,-cry nasty :ind can 
put point, on the board ma hurr)llhe} a,erage 
48.6 points a game). Thanb 10 l:l\t week\ per• 
formanc;,. we now know they can play defense. 
100. The Ranters shut down two explo,i\'e 
offen,e, O\'Cf the pa,1 two weeks (Tennessee 
State with ,ix points. and no point, for 
Howard). You know that Eddie Robin,on is 
laughing his head off somewhere. becau,e he 
knows what " going 10 happen. Ranier.. roll 
one more game clo-.cr to an undefeated -.c""'"· 
FAMU 55-Grnmblin~ 14 
' I 
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Ooh La La Dancer of the Week 
Name: Tishuana Orelia Hodge 
Born: October 16, 1980 
Age: 19 
Sign: Libra 
Hometown: St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands 
Major: Hospital Management 
"A smile costs nothing, but gives much. It 
enriches those who receive it without 
making poorer those who give it. It takes 
but a moment, but the memory of it lasts 
forever." 
Bison Bla,nked by the Rattlers 
From PROFILE 
Ng~mga \ best lime over the five-mile distance so for this 
,ea,on b 27:51 . College men·, cros,-counlry includes a 
c.:oursc of live mi le~. The team consi,ts of seven runners. 
hon only 1he lirs1 live receive scores. Nganga usually 
come, in second or third for Howard. 
Nganga belie~, hi, prcpara11on for races i, whal helps 
iri hi~ ,ucCCS$. ··BetC,re a race I imagine my,elf in the race. 
and 1hen I warm up. J 1hcn ,ay a prayer. and (ask) God to 
help me enjoy 1he rnce." 
Nganga say, 1ha1 his fonde,1 memory wi1h 1he cross-
coun1ry 1e,im brings him back 10 1998. Thi, year he wa, 
a frei.hman year. During 1his M!a,on 1he 1eam won !he 
M~C Men·, Cross-Coun1ry 1ille. Nganga placed 1en1h 
overall during 1he championship mccl. This fall Nganga 
pl:ms 10 make 1he IOp lifleen in 1he MEAC. He is aiming 
10 run con,is1en1ly under 27 minules over 1he live-mile 
course. Nganga believes 1ha1 all 1his is possible wilh help 
from coaches Merrit and Shivers. "I am very happy wilh 
what they are doing," said Nganga. This is Merrit and 
Shiver:( lirst season a~ cross•cuumry coache~ here at 
Howard Univcr,ily. 
Nganga ·s view of !he leam is po,i1ivc. due 101hc foci 1ha1 
there are only four di,iance runners on !he 1cam of M!ven. 
The remaining three are ~prin1e". 
'They are doing a good job helping'" nUI;· said Ngan-
ga. "\\'e have a gre:u 1eam. good 1alen1. and we have run-
ners from 1he old school leading 1he way. I have alway, 
been proud to run for Howard.'' 
Running dis1ance give, Nganga lime 10 1hink at>ou1 life 
and whal mailers 10 him !he mos!. "Every lime I hil anolh-
er mile mark I lake it as a goal in life. What mailers to me 
i, thai I linish !he r:oce. I hale quilling.'' 
In 1he fu1ure Nganga plans 10 run for rccremion. Hi, 
career plans arc to be a bu,inessman involved in ,por1, 
a<lminis1ra1ion. "It is my pas,ion 10 encourage people. say, 
Nganga. --1 would like 10 help socie1y." Nganga is prepared 
and focused 10 run 1he race on 1he cou"e. as well '" in 
life. succe"fully. 
The SportsWeek Familia is looking for 
more photographers and writers. Call 
Brandon at 806-6867, or e-mail 
clarkkentOOB@hotmail.com 
. I 
,, 
Another valuable lesson 
learned from HoJlywood: 
6 c,f 7:) 
24ninjas 
are no n,atch 
for 1 n1an. 
Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today. 
log on for original episodic $hows, interactive entertainment, and the best of colle-ge radio created 
by college students with help from people like Amy Heckerling ICluoleul, Doug Llman ISwlnge,.), 
and Peyton Reed (Bring It On). Because while it's fun making cynical comments about entertainment 
c:lichis. h's more fun to see what students are actually doing about it. 
nibblebox.com 
digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes. 
He's cool. 
He's clean. 
He's a love machine. 
----- -· --- - -~-- - - - - -- - - - - ~ -
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Nganga Makes Strides 
From PROFILE 
Nganga·, best lime over 1he five-
mile dis1ancc so far this season is 
27:5 1. College men·s cross-coun-
1ry includes:, course of five miles. 
The team com,ist!\ of seven run-
ners, but only the firs! five receive 
scores. Ngang:, usually come, in 
second or third for Howard. 
Nganga believes his prcpara1ion 
for races is whai helps in hi, suc-
ce,s. "Before a rnce 1 imagine 
myself in 1he rnce. and I hen I warm 
up. I then say a prayer. and (ask) 
God 10 help me enjoy 1he race:· 
Nganga says 1ha1 his fonde,1 
memory with 1hc cross-coumry 
1cam brings him back 10 1998. 
This year he was a freshman year. 
During lhis ~eason 1hc team won 
lhe MEAC Men·, Cross-Coun1ry 
1i1le. Nganga placed 1en1h overall 
during 1he championship meel. 
This fall Nganga plans 10 make 1he 
1op fiflcen in 1he MEAC. He is 
aiming 10 run consis1en1ly under 
27 minu1es over 1hc five-m ile 
course. Nganga believes 1ha1 all 
this is possible with help from 
coaches Merril and Shivers. "I am 
very happy wilh what 1hcy are 
doing." said Nganga. This is 
Merril and Shivers firs1 season as 
cross-country coache, here al 
Howard Universily. 
Nganga ·, view of 1he 1eam is pos-
itive. due 10 1he foci 1lrn1 1here .ire 
on ly four disiancc runners on the 
1cam or ,even. The remaining 1hree 
are ,prinlers. 
"They arc doing a good job help-
ing u~ out." said Nganga. "We have 
a greal 1eam. good ialenl. and we 
have runners from 1hc old school 
leading 1he way. I have alway, 
been proud 10 run for Howard." 
Running disrnnce gives Nganga 
lime 10 think aboul life and Whal 
mallers 10 him 1he most. "Every 
lime I hi1 aoo1her mile mark I tale 
i1 as a goal in life. Whal mailers 10 
me is 1ha1 I finish the race. I hale 
quilling:· 
In 1he future Nganga plans IO run 
for rccrealion. His career plans are 
10 be ;1 businessman involved in 
spons adminis1rn1ion. " II is my 
pa~sion 10 encourage people. say, 
Nganga. --1 would like 10 help soci-
e1y:· Nganga as prepared and 
focused co run the rnce on 1he 
course. as well •1~ in life. success-
fully. 
Sports ... 
ever week 
Need e Say More? 
The Hilltop. Be Heard. 
+ 
American Red Cross 
This is when people need you. Not later. Not eventually. 
Right now. Please, support the American Red Cross. Your 
donations mean others will get things like food, clothing, 
and a place to rest. .. when it matters most. 
1-800-HELP-NOW. 
0 Log on 
• www .campus1.com 
f) Enter existing 
email address. 
f) Click. 
► Cash lTI 
Earn $150+ in minutes@ 
;/•; .. :., '· .,,_'. > •• • I I • I 
~-~ .. _.., ' ··_ • '. \. f .... ' .. , . ' . t,. ,f • •• • I .. ,,.4,,· r; . _.,._ ..... · . -. . ..... - ,... 
r ·,: CA-,us{·. COM 
; Check school email Anywhere! 
THE EXTRA POINT 
What are the Olympics Really About? 
By K1MOTIIY K. BROWN 
Special 10 lhc Hilhop 
II has oflen been said 1ha1 1he Olympic games are 
a showcase of the besl athle1es the world has 10 
offer ... whicb is true. We al l enjoy cheering for our 
home countries. 1he underdog ath le1es and 1he 
world's rising s1ars. Bui do we actually care abou1 
any sport besides baske1ball? 
When 1be original "Dream Team•· was formed in 
1992. many baske1ball fans in 1his coun1ry saw ii as 
a sure be1 for a gold medal. After all, 1his was possi-
bly 1he grea1es1 learn ever formed (besides 1he 2000 
Howard Bison foo1ball 1eam ... yeah right). Names 
like Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, Larry Bird and 
Hakeem Olajuwon represen1ed the true spiri1 and 
hard work ii iakes 10 be an Olympic champion. Bui 
would people in this country have wa1cbed 1he 
games if thal all-siar learn had 1101 beeu crea1ed? 
Well. maybe some. Bui 1he Olympics would not 
have captured our a11en1ion withou1 1hem. 
This year's version of 1he "Dream' Team" looks 
1oially differenl from 1he original one. Vince Caner. 
Jason Kidd and Ray Allen have 1aken over where 
!heir predecessors left off. However. I saw an 
absence of hard work from this year's group. Case in 
poin1. 1hc close call agains1 Li1huania in 1he semifi-
nal game. Whal was 1ha1 about? Quiel as it\ kepi, 
1he men's baske1ball team should have beaten all 
compe1i1ors by al Jeas1 35 poims, in my opinion. It 
doesn't mancr if 01her countries send 1heir best. 
Their bes! would be 1he United Stales· wors1. 
Winning a gold medal should be one of 1he grea1-
es1 accomplishmems for an a1hle1e. Besides. many 
of !hose NBA players will never see a championship 
ring ... so why nm go for the gold? I guess 1he players 
1hough1 they were going 10 win anyway. so why play 
100 hard? 
I have news for them: 1here are a couple of hard-
working professional baske1ball players who would 
have loved 10 be in Sydney. 
On 1he flip side. 1he women's 1eam played hard. 
Then again. ii seems like female baske1ball players 
always play harder 1han mule players. Why is tha1? 
One 1hing is for sure: female players are more fuQ-
damemally sound. It was a nice 1hing 10 ~ee Sheryl 
Swoopes and Lisa Leslie sianding on 1hc podium lo 
receive their medals. 801h were 1ruly proud of their 
accompli shmcn1s. I am not saying 1ha1 th1 men were 
not proud, bu1 ii looked as if 1he women pul for1h 
more effort . I 
Ano1her thing shocked me during the/ Olympics. 
Whenever a sporls show came on, a full screen 
graphic was dedica1ed to 1he medal coun1. Who 
cares'? Is 1he Uni1ed S1a1es thal arrogant thal i1 ha, 10 
display some slupid medal coun1 all of lhe time? 11 
began to feel like the accumulation of medals wa, a 1 
new Olympic event. ii was like. "Yes. we bea1 China 
1oday in the women's medal count relay race." Who 
cares? 
Nol 10 mention 1he fact thai 1he Olympic~ were 
never broadcas1 during a convenient time. l know j 
Sydney's lime zone is very different from 1hose in 1 
1he Uni1ed Srntes, bul give us a break! When 1he 
games were broadcas1 al a good lime. all we saw 
were things like men·, synchronized swimming and 
women's individual hoop compelilion. Ma~y people 
arc affraid to say ii. but who cares? or course I'm 
nol here 10 degrade anyone's spor1. bu1 give 1he fans 
wha1 1hey wanl 10 sec. even if ii means neglec1ing 
~omeone·s one shining moment. / 
I hope 1he 2004 games will not make hie scratch 
my head as much. Athens, Greece will h<ii,11hc ,um-
mer games 1he next lime around. By then. we should 
have more rising siars rnke lhe courl. field. CIC. for 
1he Uniled S1a1cs. Hopefully. none of our a1hle1es 
wi ll gel high off of cold medicine or die1ary supplc-
menls and be disqualified. Who knows. maybe 
Washing1on. D.C. will hosl 1he games in 2008. I can 
jus1 see swimming events 1aking place in the Burr 
Gym pool (anmher yeah righl). 
Kimothy K. Brow11 is a producer at ESPN, Inc. in 
Brim,!, CT tmd a May 2000 graduate of Howard 
U11frersiry. 
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It could happen to any one of us. And if it did. wouldn't you pray for someone to 
help you put your life back together. We're here for Donna for as long as it takes. 
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We're rolling outto/ 
HOWARD UNIVElsaTY·s 
campus this fall and 
WE WANTTO MEETYOU. 
Check out our Politics of Hip-Hop Spe6k-1ut. 
F~idsr,_ October 6 - Politics of Hip•Hrp, 13D, 
6.00-8.00 P.M. 
f.: ~ Join us for an outdoor:ampus 
:.i -•~ i 't-, fest on The Yard (odtsi<9 
.It · Blackbum Center) Satirdoy, 
-~ . - ~ ... , ._ . . . . l: 
" . : ~I? . :f 
'. ·, ditygymboys:.com · 
I •~ , • , I 
October 7, 11:00 A.1\1.-t00 P.M. 
Fitness workout with tie City 
Gym Boys, cool-downmassages, 
beauty tips, fashion w,rkshop, 
career session and celebrity perforrr s,ces. 
Give back with #Change for Change~-dcnate your 
spare change to benefit a nonprofit ol)anization and 
get a free ESSENCE gift bag (while su,plies last). 
FOR MORE DETAILS LISTENTOWK'S-93.9 FM 
Visit us at www.oasenco.con f6r 
additional information. 
Sponsored by: 
A V O N l•l+i·OAi·i'#!' 
~, .. ,1 .. , • 1 11, h tJ '> l"., t,~ ·~• ..... u ., ,,..,u~ , ..u:, 
kinko•s· ttlltlll\ 
-~- _ _J 
1 dlt' .,. .... J f 1 •• If 
' •• ., , ,. I• 1 I J•I 'I 
Hip Hop panel moved to Rankin Chapel. Sealing is limited to onlV Howanl Students OnlV. 
Free llekets must be Pieked up at nmnton Auditorium pnor to event. 
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... a voice for a ll genres of arf;, exp ress ion and thought ... 
I'm Sorry, But My Hair Is Nappy 
Bv JOHNNY J. J ONES 
HILLTOP STAFF WRITER 
For as long as I can rcmember. 1he nappy. kinky. and wild hair of African-American, has been greally frowned upon by our 
sociely. However. a sligl11 apprecimion has finally emerged as cornrows. afi-os. dreadl1JCk,. and "o:1ps" are mking over 1he 
hair cullure-:"' is evidenr acros., Howard Universily's campus. 
I am so relieved thm there is finally a day when I can ,1ctually w·Jke up in the morning. look at myself in the mirror. rub my 
fingers through my hair. and walk ou1 the door without even looking a1 a comb. l\,e agonized and wailed many. many ye.m. 
for thi, day. · 
Lei me mke you lxick to the days of nauops and the mmp-you knm~ the haircut Bobby Brown had that everybody want• 
ed. Titat was the beginning of my hair re,~>lulion. Ye.~1. I enjoyed having the ~t ··gang,ta" haircu1 coming out of Daffu,, 
Barber Shop. when your cut was ju,1 pe1fect-1he shape. the 1exture couldn't have t,,,,...,n ;111y better. I wa, only about seven 
yc;trS old. but I knew my haircut would help me get all the girls 10 play with me on the playground 1he next day. 
Then. a \\<tek would go by. my head would look a hol me:.s. ;llld I couldn't take the pain of combing lhe influx of hair thal 
sat on my head. So. I would 1ry 10 walk nul of our hou,e wi1h my head looking like I peeped in on a wnmdo (Hey guy!). I 
did11·1 care. The pain of combing 1hat m,ppy hair wa., ju,1 unbeamble. My mom 1hough1 differcnll); 1hough. 
Before I could seal myself in 1hc car 10 go 10 sehool. Mama would gmb 1he collar of my shin and ,1'k a question that ,he 
obviously knew 1he answer 10: .. Boy. did}"" comb yu· 11a11pr hairr· I'd play dumb along wi~1 her. looking up'" if I hon-
e,1ly forgot Dumbfounded. rd reply. .. Uh. Did IT With a helpful. yel. painful pu,h from my molher. I ,v.ts off to 1he con-
centration camp ... I mean the bmhroom. 10 anemp1 10 make my hair nppcar decent 
I would grasp 1he comb. and wi1h slroke, 1h:i1 beg,m ,oft and sensiti,,e (but alway, endetl ,-ery painfully). 
I slowly picked away :n my head. If you know lllC. you know I have a large head. so 1ha1 meant a never-ending lime of dis-
tress. As the pain increased. my face would squirm and MJOn anger would manife,1. .. Man. I wish I had ·gooc1· hair:· rd :..,y. 
Funny. bu1 does anyone know the 1rue me:u1ing of .. g..,c1·· hair? Thal', :ll101her anicle. 
I combed :llld e<>mbed un1il I couldn'I lake anymore. I lo--.-d my hair. bul I couldn·, lake thh pain every day. Each lime I 
combed my hair. I would always gi,-e my mom :in .. arc}"" happy·>" look. and :i;, if she """ reac.hng my mind. ;he would 
reply. .. Next time you go to 1he barber. you tell him 10 cut 1ha1 me,, off yo· head!'' Of coun;e I didn·1 li,1cn 10 my molher-1 
ju,1 couldn·1 bear the pain anymore-so I decided 1h:11 enough wa< enough. I 1old Zack. my barber.1c.1 i.i~c ii off. Like 
A,~1111. my hair ,111d I \\,ere ,cpara1ed (Now th/II 11~• il' -'<'/><rrritetl .. . uh. s0rry). 
I we111 almost 1en years with a low. crew cul 1ha1 many feel i, "' neat and presentuble in our s<JCie1y. Tiic choirboy cul 
ju,1 was111 me. I fell as if! wa,conforming 1owha1 socie1y wan1cd. 110,11heapprecia1ion of my roo1,: my nap,. Plu,. rm 
no1 nea1 and rm 1101 ,imple. ,o why should my hair be'/ 
Finally. endo,ved wi1h 1he freedom of not having anyone dc1rnu1ding nic to comb my hair daily. I c,m haw my hair any 
way I like (sorry Mama). I like i1 nappy. I can pul 011 a T-shin. some pan1,. my ,hoes. brush my leeth. tllld ", Ilk ou1 lhe do.,r 
wi1hou1 a single comb !Ouching my hair. I ju,1 take my black. a.,hy fingers and care.s., 1he top of my head with a linlc Pink 
Oil and- Toh Dah!-1he perfec1 nappy look. h's me. I know many may ,ay. .. Hey young m,111. you·re n,N going 100 for in 
1hi, world wilh your hair all nappy and disorganized:· Well. 1h.u·, ti dilemma I don·, ha\'e IO face for a while. For now. 1 ·m 
ju,1 h<.1ppy 10 be nappy. 
Apprenticeship Preserves the 
lraditions of Music in DC 
BY GINGER SKINNER 
ENGAGE EDITOR 
Local go-go. go;,pcl. blues. and Lalin mu,icit111s and ,iogcrs will be oOcred a once-in-a-lifetime oppom111i1y 10 work with leg• 
endary anis1s 1hrough an appremice.,hip progmm ,ponsored by 1he DC Commis.,ion 011 1he An< & Hum:111i1ic,. 
In preparation for the apprentice,hip pn~.µ11111. the Commi;,sion on the Ans & Humani1ie, will hold a ,mrkshop on Oct lb. 
2<XXl. where masler mu,icians will iu1swer que,1ion, aboul 1hc pmgr.un and explain how to ,ubmil a compe1i1i,,e applict11ion. 
The Folk & Tmditional An, Apprenticeship pf0'.µ11m. suppor1ed in pan by 1he Na1ional Encklwmenl lbr the Art,. will pull 
1oge1her musician., from 1he DC area and masler anhis for one-on-one ses,ion, from Jan. I 1hrough March JO. 200 I. P;.,r, 
1icipa111s in 1he gr:u11 pmgt:1111 will receive a S700 ,opcnd and a chmJCc 10 perform ac a ,pecial conceri in March and lhe Wash• 
ingtonArea Music A. ... .ocia1ion·sero"townJam in April. Sek-.c·tt-d arti,ts w,llahoh.t\'-' 1he free u-.eohntdio,pace forreheaN1I. 
The mtt,1cr an,sts include Godfather of Go•Gn Chuck Bro" n. whu <~>ntinues to pertbrm !he beat, and rhy1hm, 1ha1 \\CTI! 
horn. and continue In ~1ri\'e. in the DC-111e1mpt>litan area. 01hcr mu,ical legend, are the a cappella ~o-.pel qu,1r1e1 Re,crb. 
blues ex1mordinaire and WPFW mdio ,hm, hml Nap Turner. and Ana Mercede, C:tstrello. the katl ,mgcr li•r the DC-ba-.cd 
Lalin group. Sin Miedo. 
Karie Dargis. Folk An, Progr.un Coordinalor al the DC Conuni ... ,ion on 1he Arts & Hu111ani1ie,. hope,, 1hc progmm will he 
a rewarding memor-menlee e.xperience tor lloth !,,cal t1r1i,1S :utd living legend, alike. 
·1bereare 1wo main lc,cuse., of 1his p~,r.1111:· Dargi, ,aid. "II', lo pl'eserw 1r.1ditional and li>lk mu,ic in DC tutd 11111,ic bmuirlu 
here by <Niter culrure., thal', been modific-d:· 
Dargis said 1he otlter fucus of lhe appre111icc,hip i, ·10 help emerging musician, m DC gel expt"ure tu1d gi,e 1he111 a heaJ, 
up :L, 10 whai 10 e.xpec1." 
ln1cre,1cd ani,1s m1t\l ,ubmil a complc1ed applica1ion by Nov. I. Fur more inlorma1ion on 1he Folk & Tr.tditional Arts Appren• 
1iceship prognun and 10 receive ,111 applicmiun. call 202-724-561 .l. 
Lerone Bennett Jr.: Proclaiming the 
Ihle Emancipation for America 
IY RYAN SUMI\IERS 
)lilltop Staff writer 
Old honc,t Abe. 1he 16th pre,iclenl of 1hi, grea1 Uni1cd Staie.,. c:u1 be found on 1he head of a penny ,u,d a cri,p five-dollar bill. 
Ve ,hould be gmleful 10 thi., m:m !>.,'Cause he freed 1he ,la,-e.,. He macle us who we are 1oday. righl? If only 1ha1 were true. 
h his lmc:.1 book. Lerone Bennell Jr.. 1eache, us abou1 tlte 1rue Abr.th:un Lincoln. a llKUJ who ne\'er fn.-ed :myunc. a r.tci,1 
vho w;L, only a sla\'c 10 hirn-.elf. 
lennen was al 1hc Manin Lu1her King. Jr. Libr.,ry la.,1 \\<eek. in observa1irn1 of Banned B<x>k Week. to debate hi, new e<mlrl,. 
\Crsial book. "Forced inlo Glory: Abr.Ji.101 Lincoln's Whi1e Dream ... 
TI1c 71 yc;,r-old Bcnncn lt;t, been te,uured in Ebony Magrudnc coun1less lime,. He i, lhe au1hnr of <Nher book, such a, 
"Bifore 1he Mayflower .. and ··Wade in the Waler. .. Bennen i, a ~,r.,dua1c or Morehouse College. a sehool he anended with 
,bn Civil Righi, le:Kk:r Manin Luther King. Jr.. :1 personal tK'(J t1ai111mice. 
11,e audience w.i., lilied with people of all age, e<,ming 10 lincl the truth. When Benne11. with a graying beard ;lJld eye, lilied 
wiu1 wisdom. spt>kc. the village hccante quiet to li,1en to llte teacher. 
Bennett came on ~trorH! with thi, in1mduc1ion. 
·11"''" con,c 10 pre,-.e1U good and tx .. l new, abou1 Ahmham Lincoln." he ,aid. ''The bad new, bemg if Lincoln h:td hi, way. 
,nu \\siuld ha\'C not heen you. And if>"" were black. yuu ,muld 1101 be here becuuse he d1dr11 ,,..,111, black, in Americ:1. The 
!OOd news being 1ha1 Lincoln didn'I ha,,e hi, ,v-ay :llld '"'" li,rced inlo ,igning the Em:u1cip,11ion Pn,cl,111J.1tio11. Thi, i, 1101 
lx>tll dvil righh or allir111ath,e ,ic1ion. bul abiding by the rc,pon,ibili1y of free people 10 know 1hem..elvc, :llld teach lhe chi I• 
lren:· 
lennell 1old the audience 1ha1 aln10,1 e,-eryt~ing lhey knew aboUI Lincoln and mcc i, wrong. 
1ie!DATE Emm1cipa11011 Pn,cl;u11a1i,•1 did 1101 free black.s. mid Lincoln never in1ended it 10 do ,o. Benneu "ud. Thc docu• 
11e111 called li>r 1hc f re,.-clo111 of sla,c, 1111crritorie, where ii had no au1hority and allowed 1he111 10 renJ.un en,lawd 1111hose 
,rd, in which ii did have .n11hori1y. According 10 Benneu. Lincoln \\SL~ afraid of1he procl,1111a1irn1 because he fell 1ha1 freemg 
,la1-e, ,muld be a grealer e\'il lh,ui ,la\'ery 11-.elf. Lincoln al,o ,upponed 1he Fugitive Sla\'e La\\: 
i\ccoding 10 Benncll. tbe 1rn~1 i, 1ha1 lite 371h Congre ... ,. a coalition of black, tllld "hi1es whodem,mc.b.l ln'Ctlom. ac1uall) 
freed the ,la\'CS. 
Lincoln wa, a r.1CI\I who w.1111ed 10 depon black people fmm America mid creale a while ,i.uc. Bennett -.aid. In hi, DATE 
S~ue of Union addre,se,. Lmcoln said he wt1111ed a Ne~'l'O Rcmov.,I Dirt'Cl<>r. to handle cleponing ,lave, back 10 Africa. 
Finally. Lincoln can·, hide again,11he backh'll>Und of ,~her \\hi1e--. he \\,L, 1101 a pn><iucl ofhi, time. :111d he wa, a white 
\-Upremacb1. 
Bennen \\\>r~ed on 1hi, b<X>~ fr,r 14 )<ears wi1hoo1 :111y monemryor 
inlellecru:d ,L"i,ltulCC fmm :u1y ,ource. he -.aid. He w:L, prllud 10 lell 1he audience 111;11 he '"•' 1he fir.I black author 10 wri1e a 
book M:ioul a 111,tior whil~ pt,hcical ligure. Bennen s.1id tlte infi1rma1inn in hi, book is needed 10 emanciptlle lhe mind, of 
blac).., and whi1e, and It>"'"' our ,oub. 
He -bid 1ha1 Ilic 1rue e111anciptt1ors "eren·1 Lincoln bu1 people like Henry Wilson. a while cm;.111Cipa1or of black, 111 DC. :111d 
C.,I, in Faim:u1b. a m,u1 who helped fugi1i,t: ,la,c, e,rnpe. Fairb.111h \V.L, jailed li>r almo,1 nine }C,11' mid ,v.ts bea1en daily. 
·,ccording 10 Bennett. whipp•'(I un1il he l<l\t ln, brcrnh. Once he wa., freed Fmm \\'here'n!. he helped Other f.m11lie, e-.cape 
·o frt-edmn. Thcre were otliers such,.., Wendell Phillip,. Harriet Tubman. Frederick Doughlss ;111d John B1rnvn. 
',la,c, were n,N treed unul 1he I .lth Amendmenl wh.11 yea("?. How n1.111y }'-',ll'S will it mke 10 know the 1ru1h. 1he univtN1I 
•n ancipmur'' Read ··Fulttd into Glory .. :llld gel free. 
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ARTS Briefs 
Compiled by Ginger Ski1111er 
If you love quilts and art, you' II love a new exhibit opening today 
at the Renwick Gallery in the National Museum of An1erican Art on 
J 71h and Pennsylvania Ave., NW. "Spirits of the Cloth : Contempo-
rary Quilts by African American Artist" features 50 qui lts that 
explore the African American experience from various perspectives, 
past and present. Some of the quilts present traditional Afr ican co l-
ors and patterns, while others like, L ' Merchie Frazier's "From a 
Birmingham Jail: MLK", probe social and political issues. Events 
related to this exhibit are a quilting symposium on Oct. 7 . a fam ily 
quilting day on Oct. 15, and a family gospel concert on Dec. 10. 
The exhibit runs until Jan. 2 l. The museum is open daily from I 0 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. For information, call 202-357-2700. FREE! 
What's Art Nouveau? It's a comprehensive exhibit at the National 
Gallery of Art, 600 Constitution Ave., NW. "Art Nouveau" presents 
more than 350 pieces of paintings, sculptures. jewelry. glass, ceram -
ics, furniture and more from 1890- 1914. The exhibit runs through 
Jan. 28 and the mu seum is open daily from 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. For 
information, call 737-4215. 
"My Foot My 11,tor" is only running through tomorrow at the DC Arts Cen-
ter Theater, 2438 I 8111 St., NW. This play is a comedy that examines life and 
art viewed through the relationship between a farm hand and his warden. 
Show time is Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are only $10- $15. 
For information, call 202-462-7833. 
CALLING ALL ARTI-STS, WRITERS, 
. AND PHOTOGRAPHERS! 
ENGAGE WANTS YOU! 
CALL GINGER @ 202.806.6866 
POETRY CORNER 
I Wear Your Socks 
LOVE POEM #219 
I wore your socks today. 
Remember those lo11g, 0 11ce-11po11-a-time-
white 
socks you left over my house? 
The 011es you probably play ball i11, sweat in, 
ru11 i11 
throw 011 the floor or i11 the back of your clos-
et, forget, 
the11 leave at my house. 
You k11ow ... the ones I cherish, keep neatly 
fo lded in my 
top drawer, 11ext to things that touch the 
i11timate parts of me. 
As I looked dow11 today at my size 7-a,ul-a-
half f eet • 
in your size 10 socks ... too BIG, loose in the 
wrong places, 
but otherwise a perfectfit . .. l wondered what 
you 11 think. 
So I wrote this, so you could know that I fool-
ishly wear your socks. 
I wore your socks today, the ones that meet 
your calves but 
come up past my knees, 
the 011es I forgot to give back but am glad I 
kept. 
See, I don't have any other socks like these 
That warm my heart and my feet 
and make m e tlzi11k of you with every step. 
I wore your socks today, these old 
ugly things that belong under your bed, or 
under long pants and thick Timbs, 
but k inda look like new 011 me, like 
a piece of you 011 me. 
Baby, I wore your socks today, 
f elt your skin rub against mine, took them off, 
put them back 011, rubbed the co/1011 in my 
palms, 
wiggled my toes inside them, a11d tomorrow, 
I 'ma wear them again. 
-LadyBlue 
Hey girl , 
Youbrown-
skinned 
queen, 
E SPRESSO 
You a fourteen-year-old's wet dream, 
You all smooth and supple, 
Stacking chips like your las t name 
Huxtable, 
Even Elliot Ness say you untouchable, 
\.Yith them full lips, I'm sure you woke 
Prince Charming with a kiss, 
Donatella Versace rock your shi•, 
Those hips boo swing like a metronome, 
Trying to compute yow· beauty would 
hurt Einstein's dome, 
It's not jus t your outside, 
Your hair just the color of heather or 
TI1e way your face shatters sorrow 
when you s mile or 
TI1e way your feet seem lo cul carpet 
like Moses parting the Red Sea or 
The way everyone flock to you like you 
Santa Claus in the ghetto or 
The way your forehead furrows when I 
mess up or 
The way your touch communicates, 
Resp irates, 
Inspirates 
when l'nt low or 
The plethora 
Of etceteras 
That make you mo-betta 
Than Tan1my, Shae or Jessica 
Or that you hot and cool despite tlte 
weather, 
You make everything simpler 
You make me better, 
Heard tltal? "Better", 
You took off every chain, sh:icklc and 
fetter, 
Bought me new feathers 
So I can soar, 
I would say I adore, 
Cheris h, 
Love 
Or even appreciate you 
But see tl1ose verbs can't even do, 
In short girl, I just feel you, 
Feel you, 
My espresso drean1 
Dark-skinned Queen 
Shortic s upreme. 
-\\'ally Cambridge 
You SAID 
In a week you said that you 
loved me. 
*S'c/1ec/1rle c111 CLJ7J7r>i11rnze11J A,S'i\P: Said that you were of me. Swore that our souls were con-
joined and we were meant to be. 
I resisted. Cltl! <'i()6 -7c1-J7() or S!()p l; v S'uite ( ]-()6 i11 
Blc1ckh1rr11 ('enter 
Payment of $50 due by Oct. 
20th with brief summary of 
or·g. (no mo1·e than 75 wo1·ds 
and no less than 50 words) 
Saturday, Nov.4 
Nov. 5 
Sunday, 
11:00-6:00 PM 
Question~? Call the Yearbook @202.'CJ(Jf>.7R70 
Stop by Suite G 06 rile Black.bur11 Center or entail u., ~~ 
Bi \·u11year/xJok@/Jotnu1il.co,11 
but you continuously listed 
all of the beautiful things about 
me. 
Said I was your king, 
and you were my queen, 
but the future couldn't have been 
forseen, 
I shied away from admitting 
what I knew 
was deeply true. 
You persisted with laughter and 
crymg. 
When I finally did allow myself 
to love you. I found out that you 
were lying. 
- Jabari Jamison 
A Higher Level 
What I'm trying to say is pur,• 
So in essence, it cannot be spoken 
Because \\'Ords are impurl'. 
They'll only constrict the Ye~ meaning 
Cornipt the genuine foding 
And cmcify the genuine essence of emotion 
that can only be con\'eyed by me 
being inside of you 
Inside you- so that I am not you and you arc• 
•IOt nw 
But instead we arc one separate rntity of 
l'lll'rg,\ 
And pure understanding 
Where we can breathe each other's unadul-
tcratt-d scntinH'nts 
In a heavenly state of being 
And when these three words an• understood 
as so much mm-c than 
"I Ion- vou". 
-.ltt,on .Joiutson 
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Civil Rights Playright Jesse /\ntiSlavery Jazz pianist Founder of /\uthor of 
· leader LeRoi Jones Jackson newspaper Thelonious the Jazz "The Street" 
' 
Fannie Lou is born. is born editor Mary Monk is l\lessengers, /\nn Petry 
The Roots bring their Philly sound to the 
9:3-0 club on Sunday, October 8th 
FRIDAY, 6TH 
I lammer is 
born. 
- - - -
Catfish in Black Bean Sauce, an independent film about an African-American couple who 
adopted a Vietnamese brother and sister. opens today al Dupo111 Circle 5. Written. produced 
and directed by Chi Muoi Lo. this film stars Sanaa Lathan and Paul Winfield. 
If You Only Understood, the 1998 Spanish film, with English subtitles. recounts director 
Rolando Diaz's attempt 10 find a black actress in Havana for a major part in his next movie. 
This film explores the underlying racial issues in Cuban society. Anthropologist Michael 
Atwood Mason introduces the fi lm. which is prcscmed in conjunction with National Hispanic 
Heritage Month. Showtime is 7pm at the National Museum of African Art. 950 Independence 
Ave. SW. For information. c.1ll 202-357-2700. FREE. 
International musical entertainment comes to the Warner Theatre this weekend with Bale 
Folclorico de Bahia. This troupe of30 dancers. singers and musicians will fi ll the Warner with 
the sight and sound of Bahian lolk dances from Africa. Slave dances and capoeira {a lorm of 
martial arts) are part of the performance. Shows begin tonight and Saturday at 7:30pm and tick-
ets range from $15 to S40. For information. call Tickctmaster at 202/432-SEAT. 
S ATURDAY, 7 TH 
Let the tast ing begin: The annual 'faste of D.C. festival takes over Pennsylvania Avenue this 
weekend with food from 40 area restaurants and musical performances by national and local 
bands. Today, Average White Band and Maicsha and the Hip Huggers perform on the Ninth 
Street stage. Admission to the festival is free. but tasters will pay for food and drink tickets. 
The fun lasts from 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. For information. call 202-724-5430. 
Shake a tailfeather with Tina Turner tonight at the MCI Center, 60 I F St. NW. On what 
allegedly is her final m,tior concert tour. Turner is sure to do all the sweaty favorites - "Proud 
Mary." ''What's Love Got to Do With It." "Better Be Good to Mc.'' to name a few. Ms. Turner 
is joined tonight by another legendary singer. Joe Cocker. Tickets range from $35.J5 to S79.25 
and can be purchased through Ticketmaster by calling 202-432-SEAT. Show st.ins at 7:30pm. 
Ruben Pelaez, awm·d-winning Cuban-born pianist. performs today at 6pm at the Kennedy Center 
Millenium Stage. For information. call 202--467-4600. FREE. 
Ann Shadd born. Art Blakey is born. 
is born. is born 
. 
. . 
SUNDAY, STH 
Get back to your Roots tonight at the 9:30 club. 8 I 5 V St. NW :1s the Roots bring their • 
Philadelphia hip-hop sound 10 D.C. tonight and tomorrow at 7:30pm. The Roots the Roob arc : 
probably best known nationally for their 1999 release, "Things Fall Apart." Also performing 
m·e Bahamadia. T.il ib Kwcli. Slum Village and Jaguar. Expect the house to be crO\\dcd when 
the show begins at 7:30. Tickets arc S27.50 mid can be purchased through Tickctma,tcr by call-' 
ing 202-432-SEAT. 
MONDAY, 9TH - Columbus Day (Observed) Tuesday, 10th 
Featuring more than 40 portraits by Pulitzer Prize-winning phowgraphcr cddic Adams. 
'• 
• 
• 
' 
along with in terviews by Kerry Kennedy Cuomo, "Speak Truth 10 Power" celebrates the coura- · 
gcous actions. lives and dreams of human rights activists from around the world. The indi vidu- ~ 
als portrayed include Archbishop Desmond Tutu: Ellie Wiesel: His Holine~~- the Dalai Lama: •. 
MariWright Edelman; and many others. Displayed at the Corcoran Gallery of Art, 500 l7'h St. ~ 
NW. For information. call 202-639-1700 
Don't miss Open-Mike Poetry night at Mango's. 2017 14th St. NW. this and every Tuesday. 
Starts at 8pm. For information. 202-332-2104. 
• ,· 
,• 
'· • 
W EDNESDAY, 11TH ! 
4 
New }brk Times Washington Bureau reporter Steven A. Holmes cfo,cusses hi, biography of for-·· 
mer Secretary of Commerce of Ron Brown. Ron 8mll'11: An U11co111111011 Life. at I pm at the \ 
James Madison Building. IO I Independence Ave. SE. for information. 202-707-2905 FREE. ~ 
Shaft, sta rring Samuel J ackson. Vanessa Williams and Bu~ta Rhymes i~ ,howing at Cramton , 
Auditorium at 7:30pm. Purchase tickets at the Cramton Box Office for S2.00. , 
• 
• 
THURSDAY, 12™ 't ~ 
Reggae sensation, bracl Vibration. joined by The Abyssinians. will be making their lirst 
appearance in D.C. at the 9:30 Club. 815 V St.NW. For information, call 202-393-0930. 
• 
• t; 
l 
.. 
• 
It's the right time. It's the right place. 
Please help build the National World War II l\tlemorial, 
here on the Mall in Washington, D.C. 
Because, incredibly, there is still no national memorial 
to honor the achievements of this great generation. 
It's time to say thank you. 
\;\/ \ ; \ / r;J 
---- -1 
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Stop ll}' Suite G-06 the Rlackl>urn Center or email 11s @? 
Bisonlearl>o<•k@hotn1ail.con1 
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All HILLTOPTCS 
are due, paid in full, 
the Tuesday before 
publication date. 
Announcements by 
campus organizations 
for meetings, semi-
nars or nonprofit are 
charged as individu-
als advertising for the 
purpose of announc-
ing a service, buying 
or selling are charged 
$5 for the first 20 
words and $1 for 
every additional five 
words. Local compa-
nies are charged $10 
for first 20 words and 
$2 for every 5 words 
thereafter. Personal 
ads are $2 for the first 
10 words and $1 for 
every additional 5 
words. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Halloween Party/Costume Contest! !! 
Put on by the School of 
Communications 
Details Coming Soon!!! 
The fi!lit meeting of the Bisexual, 
Lesbian, and Gay Organization of 
Students at Howard (BLAGOSAH) 
will be held on 
Frida), October 6th. For the time 
and location of the meeting. please 
send an e •mail to 
blaeossh@vaboo,com or write to: 
1400 Shepherd Street. N.E. 
#373 
Washington, DC 20017 
Ann: Sean 
Refreshments will be served. 
HELP WANTED 
Volunteer 'I\ Jtors Nt"tded 
To Nick, Reggie, Ron. & J-Kidd-
Good Luck this year in everything that 
you do. Keep ball in' and stay healthy. 
We need volunteer tutolli in basic math Ali, Stoney, Scotty, C.tjun-Rajan, Mart 
and English to tutor elementary school (we know how you come through on the 
s tudent,. club tip) - All the other card playelli 
Where: Anacostia Library { l8U1 and including the one who taught me how 10 
Good Hope Rood, SE) ploy- Ya ' II need 10 orientate freshman 10 
When: E, cry Saturday from 10:30 am· keep the Blackbum Syndrome going. 
12:30 pm. Stop by any Saturday and sign 1--------------I 
up. 
(202) 832-9712 for details. 
Sponsored by The African-American 
Cultural Education Foundation. 
"Never Let a fool kis, you 
or a kiss fool you." 
-unknown 
1---------------1 "Thanks 10 everyone that participated in 
SPRING BREAK 2001 the Sigm., Gaoima Rho Sorority, Inc. 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florido, Barbados, Guessing Gamma 
Bahamas. Now Hiring Campus Reps, The Winner is Brill Johnson with a guess 
Earn 2 Free Trips. Free Meals ... Book by of 2000. 
Nov. 2nd. Call for FR.EE info pack or The jar contruned 2026 candies." 
vis it us on-line sunspla.shtours .com 
1-800-426-7710 
Wanted Spring Breaker, ! Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jamaica, & Florida. Call Sun 
Coast Vacations for a free bnx:hure and 
ask how you can organize a small group 
& Eat. Drink, Travel free, & Earn 
Cash! Call 1-888-777-4642 or email 
sales(« sunrnash·arations,tom, 
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable 
Air, Free Food. Drinks, and Parties! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Ma.uulnn, & 
Florida. Travel Free and Earn Cash! 
Do 11 on the Web! Go to 
StudentCit\1,£9W 
or Cllll 800-293-1443. 
Students: The Audubon Naturalist 
Society needs volunteelli to help teach 
ecology classes or participate in a Read 
Aloud program in DC public schools, If 
interested, please call Barbara 
at 301-652-9188 X 18. 
Ky-Pooh, 
Happy 21 SI Birthday! 
Finally! 
Luv, Bootie-Head 
THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO 
HELPED O UT W ITH THE 
ORGANIZATION FAIR LAST 
WEDNESDAY, ESPECIALLY: 
C AN DAC E TAYLOR 
JAHDAL MCKENZIE 
MIRIAM LYNCH 
JENNIFE R CARROL 
NICOLA FENTY 
JAJDA DENNIS 
MI ESHA DARROUGH 
AND NSHAUNDA 
-GISELLE 
GOOD LUCK TO THE HU SHARKS 
TODAY AT THE 
BLUE & WHITE MEET! 
Happy Birthday Simone! 
Love a lways. Your "Sweet Suite" 
Ballroom Balloons has port-time and Jo,, Nissa, Monica, and Tiffany 
temporary positions a,ailablc. Get paid 1 ______________ 1 
while you learn 10 d«:oratc with balloons, 
Good pay, llexible hOU!li. 
Call Stan (202) 737-3311. 
POSE MAGAZINE: The Ultimate 
Fashion Guide For Women 
We are seeking writers to submit 
articles relating to women's fashion, in 
addition 10, general topics about various 
women ·s issues. If interested, please 
Clark Kent. 
You always manage 10 find a phone 
booth when I need you, Thanks! 
-Lois Lane 
Thanks 10 the Brothers of Drew Hall. 
ANCCommiss 
ioners 
-Sinclair Skinner 
Texas Gcttin' It Crunk Like Man! contact Shawn MnSOf\ a1 Georgin A\'enue Kfea.ners, lnc. 
D-Town, U-Town, Funky- Town... (202) 829-3751 ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
We ' Bout To Go Hnrd In Da' Paint or fax articles lo (202) 829-1609. we thank our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Fo' Sho' !---------------+ Christ for our Blessed fi lled first year, 
G's In Texas So Real! SPRING BREAK 2001! Thanks 10 the Howard Univelliity Family 
Calling All Texans To The Floor 
Texas Club General Body Meeting 
Wed. Oct, 11 
Location TBA 
Greater Mt. Calvary Holy Church 
presents "Prepare for War" College 
CANCUN & BAHAMAS. EAT, for all the love and support. 
DRINK, 'rR,W E L FOR FREE, Special thanks to my mom. dad. brothers, 
WANTED CAMPUS REPS. Coll USA and wonderful sister, Marlana. 
SPRING BREAK, toll free To my life-long spiritual brothclli Rob, 
(877) ~60-6077. for trip information ond Jay, and Darrin, and 4 Walls. 
rates. 25 Continuous Years of Student To my incredible Friends, Fraternity 
.__Tr_a,_·e_11_"_" _"_·•_•s_•s_p_r_1n_g_br_c_ak_._co_n_,_ Brothers and One Day Frotemity 
Brothers. 
Thanks 10 my fellow business Conference 2000, October 26-28. Part time position available w/ upscale 
For more infonnation contact Tcjado new homebuilder located near U Street 
linnchell at (202) 529-4547 or email metro in N\\ DC. Assist sales manager 
UNITEMinistries@aol.com w/ daily tasks. Must be outgoing, 
t------------t enthusiastic, dependable nnd well spoken. FOR RENT You need to present your self in a 
__ ....::...::c.=.:..==c:....;;;... __ -t professional. clean cut manner. Must be 
2 BR w/ Jacuzzi bath, new carpet, 
exposed brick. House for rent. 
S I050/mo negotiable. 
202-271-9621 
Share comer row house with 2 
male,. 3 Blocks from Union 
Station,Metro Linc. Rent: S500 a 
month (includes utilities) 
Washer/ Dryer. Central Heal/Air. 
Share Kitchen/Dining Room. 
on:s1rcct Parking. Resident 
Manager: Recent HUSl. Graduate. 
Pets Welcome 
(Manager has a mid-size dog) 
Call James: 
202-547-8578, 
email:baucomania@aol.com 
willing to learn how 10 read noor plans 
and site plans, and how to demonstrate a 
new home. Wed. & Thu!li. 11 am-6pm 
and some weekends 12pm-6pm, SIO hr, 
Call Scan (202) 238-0119, 
PERSONALS 
Turning grap,:s 11110 gold, ,1rawberries 
into s ih er, pineapples into platinum. 
To the original crew from •97. Courtney, 
Ken, Joe, Salim, Doug Harris. Doug 
Hooker, Akil, Nila, Alex and my room-
mate, Kin, I remember when... RSVP if 
you arc down to come to a 707 reunion. 
-Camille 
HAPPY BllUHD,W STO~E! 
LOVE MICHFLLE 
associates: Donna, General Lee Benbow, 
J r. Ill, and the Georgia A,e. business 
family (Nile Valley Business Corridor) .. , 
We made it through the summer, 
Thanks 10 the wisdom of Ken, Mr. Gray. 
Wade, Fatima. ru1d Dr. Nowell. 
t IJ,!.flf !!.1!11EJ 
l Sold in most Otyg StOfH or vii our wtb 1,tt 
I ~ www.Ah1>orneHea1th.com j J8/ orcall H!OO-S90-9794 
t . , \l lll \tU. (OW BlSTU t.r t.giin.-...,• 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
Change YOUR World! 
2401 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Suite G 
202.887 .0912 
ii(;jTRAVEL I 
.,. 
A f:i,/ 'let · . u .,.~ .x J:alon offerm9 qualth, pe ti e and r a5on hr. pr,ce. 
ta q1 r~u that ci:;mp/ete lo k -/:1'-lt de.fares ,-Jq_ sand sty 
Check out a few of our pedalcte ............ . 
,Only quality products e1re u edtl/.) 
(Back-to-School Special· FRFE eyebrow anh with any ~erv,ce over $4 5. 0{)' ') 
CD/I f"r 1,14r <1,rpamtment oc walt-irr, a SIZ!tti"§ fa:e. is -.w,1tm3 ta grut you! 
AU. nu1jar aedir-CJHds aad. A TM ccr4s a r:.cept~d 
Student d iscounts!!! 
Hr;urr. Tuesday tht"l1;&glt Satllrday 9:00 a.m. 11nfil' 7·00 /1 tr> 
Joseph's- HaJJ· & N'uiJ SallJ.l'l 
2620 Ceargio_ AYf!IUU, NW 
Wilishington:. 0 C 2000:l 
(2V2J :119-70$6 
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